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In the last decade, there have been several technological trends that have occurred together and have caused a shift in how wireless systems will be deployed. The significant increase in the capabilities of mobile devices, combined with the proliferation of Internet enabled services, and the improvement in the communication support provided by new waveforms for wireless communications, have initiated a shift from the traditional, macrocell-based cellular network to new forms of radio access technologies (RATs) involving multiple, smaller cells deployed in vicinity of each other. These small cells will often support diverse wireless technologies and be operated by different providers. The resulting heterogeneity, unfortunately, can lead to serious internetwork interference that can negate the improvement in overall system performance that was the original motivation for employing many small cells in close proximity. In this thesis, we examine different technologies that are needed for flexible spectrum management to support the coordination that is needed for coexistence between many small cell wireless networks. Motivated by the need for internetwork architectures that support spectrum coordination, we (1) conduct performance evaluation associated with the joint
deployment of mobile and fixed hotspot networks, (2) develop spectrum models that characterize interference among different wireless entities, (3) provide new methods for efficient hardware emulation of wireless channels, (4) devise algorithms that estimate radio spectrum usage, and (5) provide algorithms for coordination between different wireless systems to improve the overall system performance and spectrum efficiency.

The first part of the thesis investigates spectrum coexistence in wireless networks by exploring the underlying performance challenges that exist when mobile hotspots are deployed in an environment of densely deployed, static wireless access networks. Next part of thesis investigates design of hardware emulator of radio channels to accurately capture the effect of real-world wireless channels upon communications waveforms while minimizing computational complexity. Next, we explore a fundamental building block of spectrum management for supporting better utilization of radio spectrum which involves predicting the impact that an emitter will have at different geographic locations. We then examine various challenges associated with coordinating spectrum access between different wireless technologies by exploring the specific case of Wi-Fi and LTE coexistence in emerging unlicensed frequency bands.

Finally, recognizing the broad challenges associated with addressing spectrum coexistence in emerging wireless systems, we identify several directions for future investigation and suggest different approaches for tackling these challenges.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Exponential growth in mobile data usage is driven multitude of Internet applications that are rapidly migrating from wired PCs to mobile smartphones, tablets, phablets, mobile APs, wearable and Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices [1–4]. The number of global mobile devices is expected to grow from 8 billions today to 20 billion by the year 2020 [5]. According to Cisco’s 2015 VNI report, compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of data traffic is projected to grow 53 % from year 2015 to 2020, especially with the increase mobile video traffic.

This growth of mobile traffic requires mobile devices with various long- and short-distance wireless technologies to coexist in time, frequency, and spatial domains. Thus, there is urgent need to study spectrum access techniques that maximize area spectrum efficiency (measured in bps/Hz/sq-Km) independent of number of devices in the network. This thesis, therefore, investigates dynamic spectrum management to tackle such ever increasing data demand. The salient outcome of this thesis are new wireless tools which allow to (1) measure spectrum usage, (2) characterize interference among wireless technologies and (3) propose coordination algorithm.

1.1 The need for Spectrum Management

Recent PCAST report advocates increase of reliance on shared spectrum using dynamic and flexible management system with more granular control on available resources [6,7]. The spectrum could be shared under licensed, unlicensed, or new sharing models. Several spectrum bands, as shown in figure 1.1, like TV white space, 3.5 GHz, mmWave,
The unlicensed 2.4/5 GHz bands have been opened up for mobile and fixed wireless broadband services [8–12]. These emerging shared band scenarios will lead to co-channel network deployment of multiple radio access technologies (RATs) by multiple operators. These coexisting networks cause increased interference to each other and degradation of the overall system performance, if no coordination is provided.

Conventionally, spectrum usage has been limited to scheduler like resource (time/frequency) assignment for licensed spectrum or reactive spectrum sensing protocols like Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) for unlicensed spectrum. These protocols have limited local network visibility and do not coordinate networks that belong to different RATs and/or operator [13–15]. In previous work, next level of network operation is proposed by schemes like regional statistical spectrum multiplexing through ‘spectrum broker’ [16, 17], spectrum server [18], radio-based common control channels [17, 19] to distribute operating parameters of co-existing radio networks. Most recently, database driven centralized ‘spectrum assignment server’ (SAS) [20, 21] eliminates the requirement of spectrum sensing and relies on database of incumbents for dynamic spectrum coordination. The main disadvantage of such spectrum server is the failure to update database (thus, spectrum usage) on granular time scale of minutes/seconds. With billions of operating radio devices, such central database could face the network bottleneck. Thus, we need spectrum management framework which is distributed in nature in order to scale spectrum allocation with time scales of minutes/second. Furthermore, we need framework which can accommodate modular interfaces for dissemination of
spectrum usage information, interference characteristics for different spectrum bands, mobility management and algorithms. These modular interfaces make the framework technology-, operator- and spectrum band- agnostic, enable interference mitigation and improve spectrum efficiency.

1.2 Dynamic Spectrum Management

In effort to build flexible dynamic spectrum management, we need a set of standardized APIs which collect radio/spectrum information, process it, transfer the information to other APIs if necessary and set radio resource allocation parameters at wireless devices/networks. These APIs strongly rely on underlying models of coexistence characterization, spectrum usage and coordination algorithms which is the main focus of the thesis.

1.2.1 Focus of Thesis: Modeling and Algorithm Framework

This thesis focuses on co-channel operation scenarios created by coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE small cells (see Fig. 1.2). We breakdown underlying spectrum management framework in following steps -

1. **Modeling coexistence performance:**

   The main objective is to abstract out radio access technology (RAT) specific
MAC / PHY layer characteristics which affect its throughput when coexisting with networks belonging to same or different RAT. For this purpose, we show two scenarios - (1) coexistence of mobile WLAN with high density fixed WLANs [22], and (2) coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE networks [12].

2. **Performance evaluation tools for coexisting models**:

   We evaluate proposed analytical coexistence models with the help of simulations (MATLAB) and hardware experiments. We perform experimental evaluations using ORBIT testbed available at WINLAB and several open-sourced networking tools. Furthermore to support testing of wireless protocols on hardware emulator, we propose a method to emulate of multi-path wireless channel which reduces hardware computational complexity significantly for large number of coexisting nodes [23, 24].

3. **Understanding location specific spectrum usage**:

   In this part, the objective is to build geographical region specific radio spectrum map with information such as location, frequency and perceived power levels. We propose a radio map method that uses radio measurements at sensors and exploits known properties of most path loss models, with the aim of minimizing the RMS errors in predicted dB-power. Such technique can be employed, for example, to predict the impact of radio transmission at different geographical location. This information when input in coordination algorithms leads to an efficient spectrum utilization.

4. **Coordinated dynamic spectrum management algorithms**:

   In this study, we propose a logically centralized optimization framework that involves dynamic coordination between Wi-Fi and LTE networks by exploiting power control and time division channel access diversity. We incorporate the proposed interference characterization of Wi-Fi and LTE co-channel deployment in the optimization to account for the specific requirements of each of the technologies. Through power control optimization, aggregate throughput is maximized across all clients in both Wi-Fi and LTE networks while considering throughput
requirement for each client. Through time division channel access, we achieve the fairness among both technology based on the given policy [25].

1.2.2 Network Architecture: Enabler for the Proposed Framework

We describe an architecture for coordinating between multiple heterogeneous networks to improve spectrum utilization and facilitate co-existence which is based on the SA-VANT architecture which has been proposed in earlier work at WINLAB [26] and prior architecture studies [16,27]. Figure 1.3 shows the proposed architecture, which is built on flexible, programmable and modular architecture principles. It supports logically-centralized but geographically distributed dynamic spectrum management involving multiple autonomous networks. The basic design goal of this architecture is to support the seamless communication and information dissemination required for coordination of heterogeneous networks. This architecture leverages Internet connectivity available at most modern radio systems.

The system consists of two-tiered controllers: the Global Controller (GC) and Regional Controllers (RC), which are mainly responsible for the control plane of the architecture. The GC, owned by any neutral/authorized organization, is the main decision making entity, which acquires and processes network state information and controls the flow of information between RCs and databases based on authentication and other regulatory policies. Decisions at the GC are based on different network modules, such as radio coverage maps, coordination algorithms, policy and network evaluation matrices. The RCs are limited to network management of specific geographic regions and the GC ensures that RCs have acquired local visibility needed for radio resource allocation at wireless devices. A Local Agent (LA) is a local controller, co-located with an access point or base-station. It receives frequent spectrum usage updates from wireless clients, such as device location, frequency band, duty cycle, power level, and data rate. The signaling between RC and LAs are event-driven, which occurs in scenarios like the non-fulfillment of quality-of-service (QoS) requirements at wireless devices, request-for-update from an RC and radio access parameter updates from an RC. The key feature of this architecture is that the frequency of signaling between the different network entities
is less in higher tiers compared to lower tiers. RCs only control the regional messages and only wide-area network level signalling protocols are handled at the higher level, GC. Furthermore, this architecture allows adaptive network APIs like spectrum maps, mobility management, coordination algorithms, network policies and rules based on the geographic area, RAT, frequency band, Quality of Service (QoS) and traffic patterns. Thus, throughout the thesis availability of this architecture is assumed.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Overall organization of thesis is shown in Fig. 1.4. In the first part of the thesis, a dense deployment scenario for fixed and mobile WLAN is described and potential performance problems due to interference are identified. An analytical model for coexisting fixed and mobile WLAN hotspots with heterogeneous traffic is presented. An adaptive channel assignment scheme is evaluated along with the consideration of mobility speed. We then outline methods to emulate multi-node wireless network of multipath channel with the reduced computational complexity of emulation. Separate methods are proposed for emulation of direct communication link and interference links while maintaining important characteristics of channels - power delay profile and CDF of total interference.
power, respectively.

In the next part of thesis, we examine the problem of constructing a radio map that contains estimates of spectrum usage, specifically, the RF received power in a specified frequency band over a networks coverage area. As a starting point for our analysis, we assume that there is a single emitter, and all sensors scan the same frequency band, where each of the sensors measures and reports the power received from the emitter. A proposed method of path loss based interpolation is simpler in terms of real-time computation by the network and it requires no knowledge of the spatial correlation of shadow fading. We also show that the estimation results come very close to those for ideal Simple Kriging.

Finally, in the concluding part, we investigates the co-existence of Wi-Fi and LTE networks in shared frequency bands. An analytical model for co-existing Wi-Fi and LTE networks is developed to evaluate the baseline performance and partially validated via experimental evaluations using USRP-based SDR platforms on the ORBIT testbed. Further, inter-network coordination with logically centralized radio resource management across Wi-Fi and LTE systems is proposed as a possible solution for improved co-existence through power and time division channel access.
Chapter 2

Performance Evaluation of Mobile Wi-Fi Hotspots in Densely Deployed Fixed Wi-Fi Networks

In this chapter, we present a study of mobile Wi-Fi wireless LAN (WLAN) hotspots which are used to provide cellular-Wi-Fi tethering service to personal devices. Mobile hotspots enable cellular users to provide Internet connectivity to multiple Wi-Fi enabled devices while on the move through Wi-Fi tethering [28, 29]. Such mobile hotspots are increasingly feasible today due to the high Internet connectivity speeds (3-6 Mbps uplink and 10-20 Mbps downlink) available through 4G/LTE cellular service [30]. According to a recent industry report [31], such mobile hotspot services are expected to increase significantly in the next 3-5 years.

Wi-Fi tethering through mobile hotspots is applicable to a variety of Wi-Fi devices, such as laptops, tablets, cameras, portable gaming systems, MP3 players, medical devices [32, 33]. Since mobile WLANs operate in the already crowded unlicensed spectrum, deployment of mobile WLANs pose potential interference problems if any fixed access points (APs) are present along the travel path of the mobile AP; one such example scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a). It is also possible that multiple mobile WLANs may interfere with each other (intra-mobile WLAN interference) as illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b). Both these interference scenarios (fixed-mobile and intra-mobile) may reduce the throughput at both, fixed and mobile APs. This motivates us to study the performance of mobile WLAN hotspots in typical urban environments which have a high density of fixed WLAN APs. The primary goal of this study is to gain a better understanding of the performance degradation experienced by mobile WLANs due to interference from fixed network APs.

A rich literature is existed on the subject of fixed AP networks, including topics such
as performance analysis of the channel sharing mechanism of 802.11 [14], effect of AP density on the client throughputs [34], and interference between overlapping managed networks [15]. In contrast, there has only been a few limited studies on mobile WLANs. In [30], the authors focus on the problem of energy efficiency for mobile hotspots, while Hare et al. studied network characteristics, usage characteristics and deployment feasibility for vehicular Wi-Fi hotspots in [35]. For quality-of-service (QoS) constrained applications using mobile hotspots, Ando et al. propose a QoS control mechanism based on TCP [36]. Here, we investigate the interaction between fixed and mobile APs; a topic which has not been explored so far.

In our simulation based study, we focus on the throughput performance of a single mobile AP co-existing with multiple fixed APs. Following unique characteristics of mobile WLANs are considered to model the interaction between mobile and fixed APs:

1. Limited backhaul capacity at mobile APs due to limitations in 3G/4G/WiMAX
backhaul connections. For example, 4G/LTE provides a median uplink and downlink throughput up to 6 Mbps and 13 Mbps respectively [37].

2. Small number of clients (typically between 1 and 5) and smaller distances between AP and clients than traditional WLANs. In contrast, commercial enterprise WLAN management techniques typically deal with large number of clients spread out at various distances from the AP locations.

3. Dynamic nature of interference due to mobility of the AP. Moving APs can stay in or go out of range of multiple fixed APs and/or other moving APs.

In this chapter, an analytical model for coexisting fixed and mobile WLAN hotspots with heterogeneous traffic is presented where an unsaturated traffic model for mobile APs is considered in order to reflect the limited backhaul capacity constraint. The model is used to evaluate the performance of a mobile WLAN as it transits through a set of densely deployed fixed access points (APs), and performance problems due to lack of frequency coordination are identified. An adaptive channel assignment (ACA) scheme for improving mobile AP performance is proposed and evaluated. Furthermore, we show that setting the scanning interval in ACA requires consideration of the speed at which the mobile WLAN is moving in order to compensate for the throughput losses during channel scanning.

2.1 Modeling Coexistence of Fixed and Mobile Wi-Fi APs

2.1.1 Deployment Scenario

In our MATLAB based simulation study, we consider a random deployment of multiple fixed APs in a 10 by 0.5 sq. km area. The density of APs is varied to emulate a range of real-world deployment scenarios including highways, residential, and commercial areas. A single mobile AP follows a random trajectory in the given area. We assume that each AP chooses one of the three orthogonal Wi-Fi channels in the 2.4 GHz range and the channel assignment at fixed APs is random. Also, all APs operate in the ‘greenfield’ or ‘non-legacy support’ mode of 802.11g, i.e., it assumes that there are no 802.11b devices
Table 2.1: Simulation parameters of Fixed and Mobile AP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fixed AP</th>
<th>Mobile AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of APs</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Model</td>
<td>Saturated</td>
<td>Unsaturated (backhaul limit: 6 Mbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi type</td>
<td>802.11g (green mode)</td>
<td>802.11g (green mode)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parameters for 802.11g**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fixed AP</th>
<th>Mobile AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel rate</td>
<td>12 Mbps</td>
<td>54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Header rate</td>
<td>6 Mbps</td>
<td>6 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK frame rate</td>
<td>6 Mbps</td>
<td>24 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>9 $\mu$s</td>
<td>9 $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFS</td>
<td>10 $\mu$s</td>
<td>10 $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFS</td>
<td>28 $\mu$s</td>
<td>28 $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC header</td>
<td>24 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHY header</td>
<td>16 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>PHY header @ Header bit rate, $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK</td>
<td>14 Bytes + PHY header @ ACK frame bit rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation delay</td>
<td>1 $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$, length of packet</td>
<td>1020 Bytes @ channel bit rate, $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td>$H + L + SIFS + t_p + ACK + DIFS + t_p$, $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>$H + L + ACKTimeout$, $\mu$s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

present [38]. The carrier sense threshold of all APs is fixed at 215 meters [15]. For each fixed AP, the clients connected to it can be present at arbitrary distances; thus the channel rate cannot be assumed to be the maximum in all cases and is set to 12 Mbps for simulation purposes, considering an average case. On the other hand, clients of mobile APs are usually located in close proximity of the AP which makes possible for the AP to transmit at the maximum channel rate of 54 Mbps. Since we are primarily interested in the downlink scenarios, performance of an AP is evaluated in terms of the throughput metric. Table 2.1 summarizes the important simulation parameters used in this study.

### 2.1.2 Heterogeneity in Network

As mentioned earlier, mobile APs use 3G/4G/LTE connection for backhaul, for which the average download throughput is typically capped around 6 Mbps. Due to such
limited backhaul capacity, a saturated traffic model, in which the incoming packet buffer at APs always remain full, cannot be assumed for mobile APs. This leads to a heterogeneous network with a mix of saturated and unsaturated nodes when mobile and fixed APs coexist in a region [39, 40]. Malone et al. [39] presents a Markov chain model of CSMA/CA that relaxes the restriction of saturated traffic conditions given in Bianchi’s model [14] and allows nodes to have any specified traffic arrival rate, $\lambda$ packets/sec. We have adopted the model given in reference [39] for the mixed scenario of fixed APs (saturated node with $\lambda \to \infty$) and mobile AP (unsaturated node with $\lambda = 736$ packets/sec as per the parameters described in Table 2.1). In addition, we have modified the model to accommodate the different channel rates at fixed and mobile AP, i.e., 12 and 54 Mbps respectively. A summary of the mathematical model is as follows:

$$P_{tr} = 1 - (1 - \tau_1)^{n_1}(1 - \tau_2)^{n_2};$$

$$P_{s1} = \frac{\tau_1(1 - \tau_1)^{n_1 - 1}}{P_{tr}}(1 - \tau_2)^{n_2};$$

$$P_{s2} = \frac{\tau_2(1 - \tau_2)^{n_2 - 1}(1 - \tau_1)^{n_1}}{P_{tr}};$$

$$E[S] = (1 - P_{tr}) \sigma + n_1 P_{s1} P_{tr} T_{s1} + n_2 P_{s2} P_{tr} T_{s2} + ((1 - \tau_2)^{n_2} - 1 - P_{tr} - n_1 P_{tr} P_{s1}) * T_{c1}$$

$$+ (1 - (1 - \tau_2)^{n_2} - n_2 P_{tr} P_{s2}) T_{c2};$$

$$S_i = \frac{P_{si} L_i}{E[S]};$$

$$S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i.$$

where $n_i$ is number of APs; $\tau_i$ is probability that AP transmits in randomly chosen time slot; $P_{tr}$ is the probability at least one AP transmits in a given time slot; $P_{si}$ is the probability that AP of type $i$ successfully transmits in a given time slot; $E[S]$ is the expected time per slot; $T_{ci}$ is average time that channel is busy due to collision; $T_{si}$ is average time that channel is busy due to successful transmission; $S_i$ is the proportion of time that the medium used by node type $i$ for successful transmission of data; $L_i$ is the expected time spent transmitting payload data for node type $i$; $S$ is the normalized throughput of the system. Here, index $i$ assumes the values 1 and 2 for mobile and fixed
APs respectively. In the modified model, $T_{ci}$ is adjusted based on the source of packets (fixed or mobile or fixed-mobile) involved in a packet collision. The notations used are consistent to those used in Bianchi’s model [14]. Also, for saturation conditions at all APs ($\lambda \to \infty$), the given model reduces to Bianchi’s model.

### 2.1.3 Performance at Mobile Wi-Fi AP

Using the given simulation parameters, we evaluate the downlink throughput performance of a single mobile AP based on a Markov chain model of CSMA/CA (refer to Eq. 5.3) as a function of the number of fixed APs $N = \{0, \ldots, 15\}$ where $N$ fixed APs are present in carrier sense range of the mobile AP. From Fig. 2.2, it is observed that as the number of fixed APs increases, the throughput at the mobile AP decreases exponentially: from 4.18 Mbps for $N = 1$ to 0.26 Mbps for $N = 15$. We will use this preliminary results in the later sections.

### 2.2 Adaptive Channel Assignment

Unlike enterprise WLAN APs, commercially available mobile APs currently do not incorporate any dynamic channel adaptation schemes, possibly because of their simplified, small form-factor, and low-cost design. In this section, we study a basic frequency planning technique applicable to mobile APs, called ‘Adaptive Channel Assignment’ (ACA). Adaptive channel selection capability is incorporated in most fixed APs even
though it not invoked very often; for example the popular least congested channel se-
lection (LCCS) scheme on most Cisco-Linksys APs are only invoked when the AP is
power cycled [41]. Under the ACA scheme, the mobile AP scans each channel from a
candidate channel-set (here, orthogonal channels 1,6, and 11 in the 2.4 GHz band) and
logs the number of unique beacons per channel. Based on the measurements, the AP
changes to a less-crowded channel if the number of estimated APs on that channel is
less than that of its current operating channel.

2.2.1 Increase in Throughput at Mobile Wi-Fi AP

Performance of Adaptive Channel Assignment (ACA) at a mobile AP is illustrated
by considering one instance of the deployment of fixed APs as shown in Fig. 2.3. In
this scenario, the mobile AP follows a specific trajectory (as per Fig. 2.3) of length
1 km with a pedestrian speed of 2 m/s. For the results presented in this section,
ACA scanning and switching interval is fixed at 1 sec, but we study the effect of
varying the inter-scan interval in Section 2.3. Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) show the quasi-
static throughput performance of mobile APs due to ACA compared to the case when
mobile APs are statically connected to one of the three Wi-Fi channels. Since ACA
continuously updates the Wi-Fi channel to the one which results in the least amount
of interference at the mobile AP, it shows significant improvement in the throughput
performance of mobile AP over the traversed distance. Thus, we can infer that mobile
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APs need frequent updates in the selection of Wi-Fi channel as they change their positions.

### 2.2.2 Effect of Density of Fixed Wi-Fi APs

The performance of mobile APs using ACA is compared with the case when a static channel is assigned at mobile APs and throughput at mobile APs is averaged over 3 possibilities of static channel assignments with varying density of fixed APs. For this simulation, we consider the same trajectory length of 1 km, and mobile speed of 2 m/s (4.5 miles/hr) as described in the Sec. 2.2.1. The number of fixed APs is varied from 10 to 120 APs/km$^2$. Results are calculated for 20,000 runs of simulation for each density.

Fig 2.5(a) plots the average throughput at the mobile AP for static and adaptive channel assignments, where the throughput values are averaged over the trajectory distance. The results show that average throughput at the mobile AP with static channel assignment is in the range of 1.37 to 5.22 Mbps for the AP densities under consideration. With the application of ACA, these throughput values increase to 1.92 and 5.93 Mbps respectively, achieving a maximum gain in throughput of 1.24 Mbps.

The percentage throughput increase as a function of AP density is shown in Fig.2.5(b). For lower density values, the interference offered at a mobile AP due to fixed APs is already low; thus the gain due to ACA is low as well. But as the density of fixed APs increases, interference at the mobile AP becomes significant and gains due to ACA are
2.3 Adaptive Channel Assignment with High Mobility

In Section 4.1 the throughput evaluations considered a quasi-static model where the mobile AP was considered to move at a pedestrian speed of 2 m/s. But in general, mobile APs may move with much higher speeds, especially in the case of vehicular mobile hotspots. Also, in the previous sections we showed that the frequent updates of the Wi-Fi channel can mitigate interference at mobile AP, which subsequently improves the performance at mobile AP. But this involves overheads due to channel scanning and reassignment which needs to be considered for a more accurate evaluation of the performance with ACA. The channel switching time for the 802.11 hardware chips is usually low (for example less than 1ms for the Atheros AR9462 chip [42]), but scanning multiple channels and measuring the number of beacons on each channel results in a significant overhead in the system.

During channel scanning, channel load can be estimated by two methods: (1) dwelling on each channel long enough to estimate the channel free and channel busy...
fractions and (2) listening for beacons from co-channel APs. The method of load estimation depends on the sensing deployment system; thus the scanning time would vary from system to system. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the total scanning time required to estimate the load on all channels and connect on the channel with the least load is 200 ms. Since the AP cannot scan channels and transmit data at the same time, the throughput at the mobile AP is considered to be zero during this duration. For example, let us consider the earlier example where the channel was scanned for ACA every second. At this scanning interval, the average throughput at the mobile AP gets reduced by 20% because of the scanning overhead. Thus, in order to better understand this tradeoff between the throughput loss due to scanning and the throughput gain due to changing to a better channel, we measure the performance of the ACA scheme while varying the scanning period (i.e. the time period between two successive scans).

In this simulation study, the average throughput of a mobile AP is evaluated over a 10km trajectory with varying ACA channel scanning period between 1 and 20 seconds. For each value of the scanning period, the resulting throughput values are averaged over 10,000 simulation runs. Results are plotted for four mobility speeds, s, 16.2, 32.4, 64.8 and 97.2 km/hr (10, 20, 40 and 60 miles/hr respectively) as shown in Fig. 2.6, keeping the density of fixed APs constant at 50 APs/km².

If ACA is not used and instead the channel assignment is done at random, average throughput at mobile AP is 2.94 Mbps. This can be considered as a baseline for comparison with ACA results with varying scanning periods. For all considered values of mobility speed, a common trend is observed for the relation between the average throughput at a mobile AP and the ACA scanning period. As the scanning period increases, the throughput at the mobile AP increases as the loss in throughput during the scanning time of 200 ms decreases. The throughput values attain a local maxima at certain values of the scanning periods (which depends on the speed of the mobile AP), and then starts a gradual decline. This reduction in throughput stems from the fact that with longer scanning periods, the mobile AP is using a non-optimal channel for longer durations.

We note that local optima of average throughput is obtained at different value of
scanning interval for given values of $s$. For $s = \{16.2, 32.4, 64.8, 97.2\}$ km/hr, local optima is observed at scanning intervals 10, 7, 5, 4 seconds respectively. This can be explained by the fact that at higher speeds, the mobile AP moves a greater distance between scans, each channel assignment ceases to be optimal more quickly. Thus, we conclude that scanning interval in ACA needs to be updated depending on mobility speed.

Figure 2.6: Throughput at mobile AP (Mbps) when ACA is applied, as a function of ACA scanning period (sec) for a fixed density of 50 APs/km$^2$.
Chapter 3

Emulating Multipath Channel in Wireless Network using Equivalent Reduced Taps

Tactical radio channel simulators need to be able to accurately capture the effect of real-world wireless channels upon communication waveforms. The complexity of emulating multi-node wireless communication networks is directly related to the bandwidth of the underlying channels, and this complexity can become prohibitive to implementation when the underlying communication waveforms have bandwidths of several hundred MHz. The computational tasks needed to simulate a multi-node tactical scenario consists of two separate components: modeling the source-to-receiver channel, and modeling the impact that pairwise interference between nodes can have on the receiver’s ability to demodulate transmissions. There is thus a need for techniques that can reduce the computational complexity associated with radio scenario emulation. While improving the computational cost associated with modeling the source-to-receiver channel is important, it only leads to modest gains, and it is the second case, namely modeling the aggregate effect of many other transmitters that act as interference, that can promise significant reduction in the computational complexity needed to accurately emulate a tactical radio scenario.

In this study, we consider a multi-node wireless network, either military or commercial, in which $N$ terminals communicate dynamically in a peer-to-peer fashion, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Several nodes may communicate simultaneously over the same frequency channel, either to maximize throughput per unit bandwidth, or because the medium access protocols were not able to resolve physical interference among the transmitters. The number of taps needed to characterize any link is related to the bandwidth-delay spread product, which is the product of signal bandwidth ($W$) and the RMS delay spread.
Figure 3.1: Network with $N = 6$ nodes, and three simultaneous communications links. Node D is receiving a desired signal from Node A and $M = 2$ interferers, from Nodes C and E.

$(\tau_{rms})$ of the multipath channel. Capturing the behavior of all possible links of this network can dominate emulator cost and/or complexity. It is therefore desirable to use the least number of filter taps to represent each of the $N(N-1)$ potential links. If most links are over channels for which $W\tau_{rms}$ is large, then the number of filter taps that must be emulated, and the corresponding cost and complexity, can be prohibitively large.

In the past, several hardware and software emulators have been built to evaluate performance in such multipath scenarios [43–46], where each transmitter-to-receiver link can be a dispersive, multipath fading channel. Studies given in [46–48] emphasize challenges of computational complexity and simulation accuracy while implementing tapped-delay-line channel models on hardware. Earlier studies investigate several digital signal processing and optimization techniques. In [45], an ad hoc path combining method is proposed which employs the optimization to match total power, mean delay, and the RMS delay spread specified by the tapped-delay-line model. Borries et al. [46] proposes a scalar resolution technique in simulator modules for FPGA-based hardware simulators. Kahrs and Zimmer [48] discusses multipath signal generation based on replacing complex-valued fading functions with aggregate noise functions which can be generated by using Doppler filtering. Hoeher [49] studies the discrete-time multipath channel to compute tap-gain values using a delay-weight-and-sum method. Tap reduction schemes are employed in [50] to maximize the correlation between the band-limited
channel response functions of the estimated and reduced taps.

In our study, twofold solution based on the stochastic analysis is provided to emulate multipath channel responses - (1) firstly, 3-tap approximation to emulate direct communication link between transmitter and its intended receiver (studied in Section 3.1), and (2) $n$-tap approximation at interfering links to produce overall same interference channel at receiver as against emulating each interfering link individually (studied in the following Section 3.2).

3.1 Emulating Direct Communication Link using Equivalent Reduced-Tap Filters

3.1.1 Approach

Multipath channel responses occurs in wireless radio communication due to number of reasons such as physical environment (surrounding buildings, wall, hills, etc.), path geometry, frequency band and signal bandwidth. In most scenarios, they are typically represented by a multi-tapped delay line, with Rayleigh-fading tap gains, and tap spacings of $1/W$, where $W$ is the signal bandwidth. If the RMS delay spread of the channel is $\tau_{\text{rms}}$, the number of significant tap gains is some multiple of $W\tau_{\text{rms}}$, which can be quite large for even moderately wideband channels. Here, we assume that the channel can be characterized by a power delay profile (PDP) composed of a set of tap delays, $\{T_k\}$, and a set of corresponding mean-square tap gains, $\{P_k\}$, where $k = 0, 1, 2 \ldots, \hat{n}$, where $\hat{n}$ is the number of significant tap gains. Here, tap delays, $\{T_k\}$, can be arbitrarily spaced in the power delay profile. The fading statistics of the tap gains $\{P_k\}$ can be arbitrary, though here they will be assumed to be complex-Gaussian (Rayleigh fading). We will assume an exponential PDP as actual (‘true’) PDP that follows a widely used channel model which is described in detailed in Section ??.

3-tap Channel Approximation

In this section, we propose tap reduction method to emulate given multipath channel which matches the PDP of channel. We investigate whether a 3-tap equivalent response
can be derived from the PDP of ‘true’ channel with \( \hat{n} \gg 1 \) significant tap gains, that can be used to accurately estimate the average bit error rate, \(<BER>\), vs. receiver input signal-to-noise ratio, \( SNR \). The derived 3-tap PDP can be characterized by the sets of tap delays (\( \{T_0, T_1, T_2\} \)) and tap gains (\( \{P_0, P_1, P_2\} \)), where, with no loss in generality, we set \( T_0 = 0 \) and \( P_0 = 1 - P_1 - P_2 \). We present two new methods for matching the 3-tap PDP to the \( M \)-tap ‘true’ PDP -

1. Moment-matching approach: deriving set of \( \{P_1, P_2, T_1, T_2\} \) in such a way that 3-tap PDP matches the first 4 moments of the ‘true’ PDP which produces excellent performance agreement up to about \( W\tau_{rms} = 2 \)

2. Ad-hoc approach: deriving set of \( \{P_1, P_2, T_1, T_2\} \) with assumption of equally spaced taps which produces excellent performance agreement for arbitrarily large values of \( W\tau_{rms} > 2 \).

Both approaches are explained in Section 3.1.3.

We believe the proposed solution would be of potential value to emulator design, coding of simulation platforms and analysis programs. For emulators, it simplifies the needed firmware, which leads to lower cost. Proposed scheme makes simulation coding universal where only set of input parameters \( \{P_1, P_2, T_1, T_2\} \) changes based on the power delay profile of given channel. The advantage of reduced-tap responses is prominent in emulator design, especially those built for large network with multiple nodes. For a given network with \( N \) nodes, potentially, there will be \( N - 1 \) direct communication paths as well as \( N(N-2) \) interfering paths in a given scenario. Assuming the number of taps needed for the ‘true’ channel is \( 5W\tau_{rms} \) and the channel is only moderately wideband, e.g., \( W\tau_{rms} = 2 \), the proposed 3-tap approximation can cause the reduction in taps by more than 60% which leads to significant cost saving for emulators.

Notations and definitions used throughout the chapter are partly summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Some Notations and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>$W$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Power\ Delay\ Profile$ as a function of delay $\tau$</td>
<td>$PDP(\tau)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS delay spread of the channel</td>
<td>$\tau_{rms}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longest delay among significant echoes in the channel (maximum time dispersion in the multipath channel)</td>
<td>$\tau_{max}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain for the $k$th-delayed channel echo</td>
<td>$g_k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, $&lt;</td>
<td>g_k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse response of the channel</td>
<td>$h(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricean K-Factor</td>
<td>$K_r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Peaking Factor</td>
<td>NPF, $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipath averaged bit-error-rate</td>
<td>$&lt;BER&gt;$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-noise ratio</td>
<td>$SNR$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1.2 The Exponential Channel

Here, we introduce a widely used exponential power delay profile for multipath fading channels, which we use here to represent the true channel and from which we derive a multi-tap channel impulse response. We will use this assumed true channel as baseline to develop reduced tap channel approximations in later sections.

**Generic Channel Impulse Response**

From Nyquist sampling theory, any linear channel of bandwidth $W$ can be represented by a tapped delay line, with the taps spaced by $1/W$ or less. Assuming a tap spacing of $1/W$, the impulse response for such a channel can be written as

$$h(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{\hat{n}} g_k(t) \delta(t - k/W); \text{ (all channels)},$$

where $\hat{n}$ is chosen so that $\hat{n}/W$ represents the longest delay, $\tau_{max}$, among the significant echoes in the channel; and $g_k(t)$ is the slowly time-varying complex gain for the $k$th-delayed channel echo which does not change over the duration, $\tau_{max}$, of the impulse response. The value of $\hat{n}$ should be the smallest integer equal to or greater than $W\tau_{max}$ where large $\hat{n}$ implies system implementation with more computational complexity.

Proceeding further with the general case, we now model the temporal variation, $g_k(t)$, of the gain of the $k$th tap. We assume that the tap gain is a Ricean process with a
Ricean K-factor, $K_r$. If $K_r$ is infinite, then the tap gain is constant (nonfading channel); at the other extreme, if $K_r$ is zero, then the tap gain is a zero-mean complex Gaussian process (Rayleigh fading channel). We will assume the latter case for purposes of this study, but the more general Ricean model for $g_k(t)$ could just as well be considered.

From the above, we can write the $k$th tap gain as

$$g_k(t) = (P_k)^{1/2}u_k(t); k = 0, \ldots, \hat{n}. \quad (3.2)$$

where $P_k$ is the mean-square value of $g_k(t)$ over time (i.e., it is the average power gain of the channel echo at delay $k/W$); $u_k(t)$ is a complex Gaussian process of zero mean and unit variance; and each $u_k(t)$ is low-pass-filtered to have the desired Doppler spectrum. The sum of the $P_k$’s is the average path gain, whose negative dB value is the path loss.

The Exponential Power Delay Profile

A simple way to characterize a multipath channel is through the set of power gains $\{P_k\}$, i.e., if this set is known, the impulse response in (3.1) can be determined by substituting the power gain values from this set into (3.2). A widely accepted assumption [51] is that $P_k$ decays exponentially with increasing delay, $k/W$ in (3.1). Then the $P_k$’s are uniformly-spaced samples of a decaying exponential function of delay called the channel power delay profile (PDP). We assume the PDP has unit area and that, for the exponential case, it has the form [52–54]

$$PDP(\tau) = \frac{1}{\tau_{rms}} \exp \left( \frac{-\tau}{\tau_{rms}} \right); \tau \geq 0, \quad (3.3)$$

where $\tau_{rms}$ is the RMS delay spread of the channel.

We will model the actual channel as a tapped delay line filter, with taps spaced of $1/W$, where the $k$th tap gain is zero-mean and complex Gaussian with mean-square value proportional to $PDP(k/W)$, (3.3). We call this discrete PDP with exponentially decaying amplitudes the true channel. In using it, an amplitude scaling factor is introduced that forces the sum of the mean-square gains to be 1. In the next section, we
will describe an \( n \)-tap \( (n = 3) \) filter that attempts to approximate it for purposes of emulation, simulation or analysis.

Here, we note that the exponential PDP has infinite extent which, strictly speaking, makes the number of taps required to represent the channel \( n \to \infty \). The value used for \( n \) therefore depends on where the designer/analyst chooses to truncate the PDP: If the choice is to go out, e.g., to 5 times the RMS delay spread, then \( n \) will be the nearest integer for which \( n/W = 5\tau_{rms} \), i.e., \( n \approx 5W\tau_{rms} \). Including the tap at delay 0, this means that, for \( W\tau_{rms} = 1 \), the filter would consist of 6 taps.

### 3.1.3 Channel with Reduced Taps

#### A Moment-matching 3-tap Channel Approximation

An implementation of the tapped-delay line filter above can get large as \( W\tau_{rms} \) increases significantly beyond the order of 1, corresponding to significantly greater than 6 taps. What we do here is propose a 3-tap filter that matches the true channel in such a way that the first, second, third and fourth moments of its PDP are the same as those for the true channel. It is easy to show that these four moments for the exponential profile of Eq. 3.3 are \( \tau_{rms} \), \( 2(\tau_{rms})^2 \), \( 6(\tau_{rms})^3 \) and \( 24(\tau_{rms})^4 \), respectively. For a 3-tap channel, the PDP is

\[
PDP(\tau) = \sum_{k=0}^{3} P_k \delta(\tau - T_k); \quad (3\text{-tap Channel}).
\]  

The design issue thus comes down to finding \( \{P_k, T_k\} \) for \( k = 0, 1, 2 \) such that the first 4 moments of this PDP match those of the true channel’s PDP. The solution must satisfy the conditions \( P_0 + P_1 + P_2 = 1 \) and \( T_0 = 0 \). Without going through the algebra, the results are as follows:

\[
( P_0, T_0 ) = ( 0.3333, 0 ),
\]

\[
( P_1, T_1 ) = ( 0.6220, 1.2679\tau_{rms} ),
\]

\[
( P_2, T_2 ) = ( 0.0447, 4.7318\tau_{rms} ).
\]

The time-varying tap gains for the filter emulation can be obtained by forming a set of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian processes, \( \{ u_k(t) \} \), \( k = 0, 1, 2 \), that have the desired Doppler spectrum, and then applying Eq. 3.2 and
Eq. 3.19.

**An Ad-hoc 3-tap Channel Approximation**

We considered another plausible 3-tap channel, which is independent of the PDP moments and therefore more general. We will see, moreover, that for the PDP of Eq. 3.3 at least, it produces better performance predictions for channel with high $W_{\tau_{rms}}$. Again subject to the conditions $T_0 = 0$ and $P_0 + P_1 + P_2 = 1$, the set of values for $\{P_k, T_k\}$ for $k = 0, 1, 2$ is

\[
\begin{align*}
(P_0, T_0) &= (1/3, 0), \\
(P_1, T_1) &= (1/3, \tau_{rms}), \\
(P_2, T_2) &= (1/3, 2\tau_{rms}).
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.6)

The PDP for this channel matches that for the true channel in the first moment; almost matches it in the second moment ($1.67\tau_{rms}^2$ instead of $2\tau_{rms}^2$); and falls well short in matching the third and fourth moments. The choice of this second 3-tap channel was basically ad hoc and based on intuition.

### 3.1.4 Evaluation

This section describes a method to compute and compare receiver performance over the true and 3-tap channels (specifically, their bit-error-rates averaged over fading) to assess the accuracy of 3-tap equivalents as a function of bandwidth.

**Evaluation Methodology**

The frequency response, $H(f)$, for each of the above channel is computed by equation given as

\[
H(f) = \sum_{k=0}^{\hat{n}} (P_k)^{1/2} u_k \exp(-j2\pi kf/W)
\]

for the exponential channel, and similarly for the 3-tap channel.

Note that there is not one frequency response for a channel, but an infinite number, depending on the complex values chosen for the complex Gaussian, normalized tap
gains, i.e., \( \{u_0, \ldots, u_n\} \) for the exponential channel, and \( \{u_1, u_2, u_3\} \) for the 3-tap channel. Thus, the simulation is repeated over 2000 loops to generate these sets, compute a performance metric for each set, and then get a CDF of the values computed. (Each of these 2000 trials should generate a new, independent sample of \( u_m \) at each \( m \), so the Doppler spectrum is irrelevant for this simulation.)

Here, we compare these two kinds of channel with respect to noise peaking factor (NPF) which is easy to compute, and also independent of the particular modulation format, received power and noise level. NPF arises when the channel response is fully equalized, i.e., when the receiver filter is adapted to be \( 1/H(f) \) over the signal bandwidth (this is the zero-forcing equalizer). This kind of filter totally neutralizes the multipath response, but it causes an increase in the receiver output noise power. That increase is just the average of \( \left| \frac{1}{H(f)} \right|^2 \) over the signal bandwidth and, indeed, it requires no assumptions about the signal modulation, received power, or other link details.

By computing the NPF, denoted as \( y \), for a few thousand realizations of the sets \( \{u_0, u_1, \ldots\} \), we get a population of \( y \)-values that can be described by a CDF. Applying this procedure for both exponential and 3-tap channel, performance of 3-tap filter is analyzed to predict the NPF statistics of exponential channel.

The 3-tap approximation is further tested in terms of the multipath-averaged bit-error-rate, \( <\text{BER}> \), where \( <\text{BER}> \) is formulated as function of both NPF and link signal-to-noise ratio (input at the receiver), \( \text{SNR} \). A close approximation to the instantaneous bit-error-rate, i.e., the value of \( \text{BER} \) conditioned on the value of the noise peaking factor, \( y \), is given for the case of M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) modulation by [55]

\[
\text{BER}|y = 0.2 \exp \left( \frac{-1.5}{(M-1)} \frac{\text{SNR}}{y} \right); \tag{3.7}
\]

and \( <\text{BER}> \) is the bit error rate averaged over the channel realizations (in our case, the 2000 realizations of \( y \)-values generated in the above simulations). Note that \( \text{SNR}/y \) is the receiver output signal-to-noise ratio, which is diminished from its value at the receiver input (\( \text{SNR} \)) by a factor \( y \geq 1 \), i.e., the noise increase caused by the equalizing
filter.

For a given $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$, $<BER>$ vs. SNR curves are computed as follows:

1. For a channel type under consideration (exponential or 3-tap) and low value of $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$ (e.g., 0.5), SNR is varied in the range of 1 (0 dB) and 100 (20 dB) with the increment step of 2 dB.

2. For each SNR value, $<BER>$ is computed using the set of samples for $y$ and Eq. 3.7.

3. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for successive doublings of $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$.

Finally, we note that the CDF of $y$ and the resulting curves of $<BER>$ vs. SNR depend solely on $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$. The accuracy of the 3-tap model in predicting performance is likely to decline with increasing $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$ which we evaluate in detail in the following section.

**Results**

As shown in Fig. 3.2, CDFs of NPF values for the exponential and moment matching 3-tap approximation channels are compared for four values of $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$. For lower values of $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$, CDFs of both the channel overlaps with each other but as $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$ increases CDFs starts separating. We see that separation between the two CDFs of NPFs becomes significant at $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}} = 2$. This denotes the limitation of the moment matching 3-tap approximation, i.e., the approximation may only be sufficient for $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$ up to the value where the CDF separation begins.

Results of the bit-error-rate computations for exponential and moment matching 3-tap approximation are shown in Fig. 3.3. The cases shown are $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}} = 1, 2, 4$ and 8, for SNR as high as 20 dB and $<BER>$ as low as $10^{-8}$. The separation between exponential and 3-tap channel for a given value of $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}}$ determines the accuracy of the approximation. The bit-error-rate results are consistent with the previously described NPF results for which 3-tap approximation matches very closely with exponential channel when $W_{\tau_{\text{rms}}} < 2$. 
Figure 3.2: CDFs of the Noise Peaking Factor (NPF) comparing with 3-tap moment-matching channel

We quantify the accuracy of 3-tap approximation for bit-error-rate results for $W_{\tau_{rms}} > 2$ in terms of SNR discrepancy, $\delta_{SNR}$, which is defined as the difference between SNR values required by exponential and 3-tap approximation channel to achieve $<BER> = 10^{-8}$ (refer to Table 3.2). For $W_{\tau_{rms}} = 2$, $\delta_{SNR}$ is less than 1 dB. As expected, $\delta_{SNR}$ increases with increase in $W_{\tau_{rms}}$ with maximum $\delta_{SNR} = 2.7$ dB at $W_{\tau_{rms}} = 32$. Beyond $W_{\tau_{rms}} = 32$, $\delta_{SNR}$ seems to level off asymptotically with increasing $W_{\tau_{rms}}$. The reason is that the variable $y$ in Eq. 3.7 becomes more and more narrowly distributed about a single value as $W_{\tau_{rms}}$ increases without bound. (The reason, in turn, for this narrowing is that the number of channel ‘correlation bandwidths’ within the signal bandwidth increases without bound, so that the random variable $y$ converges toward its mean.)

At the more practical bit-error-rate level $<BER> = 10^{-4}$, the discrepancies are even smaller, lying below 1.5 dB. Assuming these are acceptable discrepancies in the prediction of link performance, even for signal bandwidths as high as 250 MHz, the 3-tap channel approximation can be used for RMS delay spreads up to 0.13 microseconds.
Figure 3.3: BER vs. SNR for 4-QAM Signaling comparing with 3-tap moment-matching channel

In most cases, systems with 250-MHz bandwidths will be limited to ranges so short that RMS delay spreads hardly, if ever, exceed this value.

We repeated the above exercise for the ad-hoc 3-tap channel. As given in Table 3.2, beyond the value $Wτ_{rms} = 1$, we find the discrepancies in required SNR, $δ_{SNR}$, to be smaller than for the moment-matching 3-tap channel, with minimum decrease of 25% in $δ_{SNR}$. As $Wτ_{rms}$ increases to very large values, the SNR discrepancies for $<BER>$ = $10^{-8}$ level off at about 2.0 dB; at $<BER>$ = $10^{-4}$ they level off at about 1.1 dB.

Overall our 3-tap approximation analysis shows to be quite promising toward the effort of complexity reduction. For a single-carrier transmission with receiver equalization, a suitable 3-tap approximation to the true channel can be found for any combination of bandwidth and channel delay spread of likely practical interest.
Table 3.2: Discrepancies (dB) in SNR at $<BER>= 10^{-8}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W\tau_{rms}$</th>
<th>Moment-matching 3-tap channel</th>
<th>Ad-hoc 3-tap channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Emulating Co-Channel Interference Using Equivalent Reduced-Tap Filters

In Section 3.1, we see that the multipath channel responses for each channel link can be represented by equivalent reduced-tap filters. But in multinode wireless network, there are a number of interfering links, so their emulation complexity, could become dominant when multiple communication links are active simultaneously on the same channel. The number of filter taps required per link to emulate the actual channel is a function of the channel bandwidth $W$ and RMS delay spread $\tau_{rms}$. Assuming each per-link channel to have an exponentially decaying power delay profile, this value is about $4W\tau_{rms}$. We propose to emulate each link using $n$ uniformly-spaced taps of equal mean-square gain in such a way that overall received interference can be represented by combining the $n$-tap multipath responses at the interfering links. In our case, the required number of taps to emulate per-link channel is only $2W\tau_{rms}$, while maintaining the important characteristic (i.e., the CDF of total power, taken over the fading) of the actual (exponential) channel. We derive this result analytically and confirm it by simulation. Improving on this 50% reduction in required taps, we further show that the loss in accuracy is significantly low so long as the total number of taps emulated is the order of 16 or more. For large values of $W\tau_{rms}$, this can lead to even more reduction in $n$ and, thus, further limit the cost and complexity of emulators.
3.2.1 Approach

To estimate the number of taps, $n$, needed per link, we consider the following scenario: There are $M < N$ interference signals at a given receiver, all having the same multipath-averaged power; all $M$ signals are received over channels with exponential power delay profiles (PDPs); the $M$ channels have independent fading and the same $W_{\tau_{rms}}$; and each channel is represented by a filter with $n$ taps of equal mean-square gain. Our goal is to determine the total number of per-link filter taps, $n$, needed for a given $M$ and $W_{\tau_{rms}}$, such that the CDF of total instantaneous received interference power, taken over the ensemble of all channel fades, is essentially the same as that for the true (exponential) PDP. We use a combination of analysis and simulation to obtain the required $n$. We show that, for any $M$, a very close CDF fit is obtained whenever $n$ is twice $W_{\tau_{rms}}$. To implement the true (exponential) channel would require, instead, 3 or 4 times this product, so the proposed emulator approach would yield a tap reduction of up to 50%. Furthermore, when the product $nM$ equals or exceeds the order of 16, the inaccuracy in using the emulator to assess interference is small for any $W_{\tau_{rms}}$. For wideband channels, where $W_{\tau_{rms}}$ is large, this would permit even greater reductions, both in the total number of required taps and in the number of required taps per link. Notations and definitions used throughout this chapter are summarized in Table 3.3.

3.2.2 The Exponential Interference Channel

The ‘true’ response of the links over which the interfering signals propagate is represented by an exponential discrete power delay profile (PDP) as explained in previous Section 3.1.2. In this section, we further derive the instantaneous total interference power for this channel and derive its mean and variance over the multipath fadings of the $M$ links. In using the channel with exponentially decaying amplitudes, an amplitude scaling factor is introduced that forces the sum of the mean-square gains to be 1 (see Section 3.2.2).
Table 3.3: Some Notations and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of active nodes in the network</td>
<td>$N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of interfering links</td>
<td>$M, M &lt; N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Power Delay Profile</em> as a function of delay $\tau$</td>
<td>$PDP(\tau)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>$W$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS delay spread of the channel</td>
<td>$\tau_{rms}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bandwidth-delay spread product</em></td>
<td>$W\tau_{rms}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean power for the $k^{th}$-delayed channel echo</td>
<td>$P_k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PDP rays per link for true channel</td>
<td>$\hat{n}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PDP rays per link for approximated channel</td>
<td>$n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power spectrum density of the transmitted signal</td>
<td>$S(f)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power spectrum density of the received signals</td>
<td>$S_{rec}(f)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response of the channel</td>
<td>$H(f)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous power received from a single interfering link</td>
<td>$y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous power received from $M$ interfering links</td>
<td>$z$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Instantaneous Interference Power**

Assume there are $M$ interfering links, all having the same transmitted power spectral density, $S(f)$, and the same mean-square path loss, $G$, to the receiver of the desired signal. For convenience, we set $G = 1$. The power spectral density of a single interfering signal at the receiver is

$$S_{rec}(f) = S(f)|H(f)|^2; 0 \leq f \leq W,$$

(3.8)

where $H(f)$ is a random multipath fading response whose mean-square value at every $f$ is 1. For the case of $\hat{n}$-taps (multi-ray PDP), $H(f)$ can be written as

$$H(f) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} P_k^{1/2} u_k \exp(-j2\pi fk/W).$$

(3.9)

where $k/W$ is relative delay; $P_k$ is the mean power in the $k$th ray; all the $u_k$ are independent and each $u_k$ is a slowly time-varying complex Gaussian random process. It fluctuates at a rate comparable to the Doppler bandwidth, which is very small compared to the fluctuation rate of the signal (on the scale of the bandwidth, $W$). Thus, we can
regard $H(f)$ in (3.9) as quasi-static, but still a random function that will vary over time.

The power in the received signal (conditioned on the $u_k$) from the given interfering link is the integral of $S_{rec}(f)$, (3.8), over the signal bandwidth. We can assume that $S(f)$ is uniform over the signal bandwidth, as in the most modern radio systems. For simplicity and with no loss in generality, we assume that the uniform value is $1/W$, so that the total transmit power is 1. Thus, $S_{rec}(f)$ simplifies to the integration of $|H(f)|^2$ over the bandwidth $W$. As taps are spaced at integer multiples of $1/W$, the integral of $|H(f)|^2$ reduces to the sum of the ray powers. Thus, instantaneous power received from one interfering link, $y$, over a multipath channel with an exponential power delay profile is given by

$$y = \int f (1/W)|H(f)|^2 \, df = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} P_k |u_k|^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

We assume that each interference link has an independent channel response. Thus, the total instantaneous power, $z$, of the received interference from $M$ links is the sum of $M$ independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) variables like $y$. 

Figure 3.4: Quantile-quantile plots of $z$ for an exponential PDP with $W_{rms} = 16$ and $M = 2, 4, 6$. For each $M$, the plot shows the closeness of $z$ to a Gaussian variable of the same mean and variance (red dashed line).
Analysis of the Exponential PDP

Each normalized path gain for each interference link (e.g., each \( u_k \) in (3.10)) is a zero-mean, unit-variance, complex Gaussian fading term. Thus, \(|u_k|^2\) is a random variable whose pdf is a decaying exponential of unit mean. We have learned that, as \( W\tau_{rms} \) grows large, the pdf of \( z \) tends towards a near-Gaussian distribution. For example, Fig. 3.4 compares quantile-quantile plots of the variable \( z \) against those of a Gaussian variable with the same mean and variance; the closeness of each solid curve to the straight dashed line beneath it confirms that \( z \) is near-Gaussian for the conditions shown. For the \( n \)-tap channel with uniform mean-square gains, the same will be true as \( n \) grows large. Therefore, the CDF of total fading power for the two kinds of channels will be very similar so long as \( y \) has the same mean and variance for both [56]. This motivates us to (i) derive the mean and variance of \( z \) for the exponential PDP; (ii) do the same for the \( n \)-tap PDP; and (iii) equate the moments to obtain \( n \) as a function of \( W\tau_{rms} \). We complete Step (i) here.

To begin, the expression for \( P_k \) is given as

\[
P_k = \frac{A}{W\tau_{rms}} \exp\left(\frac{-k}{W\tau_{rms}}\right); \quad k = 0, \ldots, \infty,
\]

(3.11)

where the factor \( 1/W \) is added to average \(|H(f)|^2\) over frequency in a bandwidth \( W \); and \( A \) is chosen so that the infinite sum over \( k \) is 1. Using \( \sum_k x^k = 1/(1 - x) \) for \( 0 < x < 1 \) and \( k = 0, 1, \ldots, \infty \), we have

\[
A = W\tau_{rms} (1 - \exp(-1/W\tau_{rms})),
\]

which gives \( P_k \) as

\[
P_k = \left(1 - \exp\left(\frac{-1}{W\tau_{rms}}\right)\right) \exp\left(\frac{-k}{W\tau_{rms}}\right); \quad k = 0, \ldots, \infty.
\]

(3.12)

We note that, for very large \( W\tau_{rms} \), \( A \) approaches 1.

Due to the specific assignment of \( A \) here, we have \( E[y] = 1 \); thus, \( E[z] = M \). Variance of \( y \), \( \text{var}\{y\} = E[y^2] - E[y]^2 \), requires its first and second moments where we
already know that the first moment is 1. Now, with reference to (3.10),

$$E[y^2] = \sum_k P_k^2 E[|u_k|^4] + \sum_k \sum_{j \neq k} P_j P_k E[|u_j|^2 |u_k|^2];$$

\[ j, k = 0, \ldots, \infty. \]  

(3.13)

The mean of $|u_j|^2 |u_k|^2$ can be evaluated considering the two cases $j = k$ and $j \neq k$.  

**Case: $k = j$**

Since each $u_k$ is a zero-mean, unit-variance, complex Gaussian, $x = |u_k|^2$ is an exponential random variate (r.v.) of unit mean with pdf $P_X(x) = \exp(-x); x > 0$. Thus,

$$E[|u_k|^4] = 2.$$  

**Case: $k \neq j$**

Here, $x_k = |u_k|^2$ and $x_j = |u_j|^2$ are independent exponential random variable with joint pdf $P_{X_k,X_j}(x_k,x_j) = \exp(-x_k) \exp(-x_j); x_k > 0, x_j > 0$;

$$E[|u_j|^2 |u_k|^2] = 1.$$  

Thus, (3.13) simplifies to

$$E[y^2] = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} P_k^2 + \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} P_j P_k.$$  

(3.14)

As $P_k^2$ and $P_j P_k$ are known functions of $W_{\text{rms}}$, we can get closed form expressions for these sums as

$$\sum_{k=0}^{\infty} P_k^2 = \frac{1 - \exp(-1/W_{\text{rms}})}{1 + \exp(-1/W_{\text{rms}})};$$

$$\sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} P_k P_j = 1.$$  

(3.15)

From (3.14) and (3.15), an expression for $\text{var}\{y\}$ is given by

$$\text{var}\{y\} = \frac{1 - \exp(-1/W_{\text{rms}})}{1 + \exp(-1/W_{\text{rms}})},$$  

(3.16)

and final expressions for mean and variance of total instantaneous interference power $z$
are given by

\[ E[z] = ME[y] = M; \]
\[ \text{var}\{z\} = M\text{var}\{y\} = M\frac{1 - \exp(-1/W\tau_{rms})}{1 + \exp(-1/W\tau_{rms})}. \] (3.17)

Finally, we note that for simulation/evaluation purpose, one might choose to truncate the PDP to 4 or 5 times the RMS delay spread. Assuming the latter, \( \hat{n} \) will be the nearest integer for which \( \hat{n}/W = 5\tau_{rms} \), i.e., \( \hat{n} \approx 5W\tau_{rms} \). Including the tap at delay 0, this means that, for \( W\tau_{rms} = 1 \), the filter would consist of 6 taps.

### 3.2.3 Emulator Channel with Reduced Taps

This section introduces the response of the channels to be emulated, each being an \( n \)-tap response with uniform mean-square tap gains. We derive the mean and variance of total interference power for this channel as well and, by equating them with those for the exponential channel, we determine the required \( n \) as a function of \( W\tau_{rms} \).

#### The \( n \)-tap Channel Approximation

An implementation of the tapped-delay line filter above can get large as \( W\tau_{rms} \) increases significantly beyond the order of 1, corresponding to significantly more than 6 taps. We propose here an \( n \)-tap filter \((n < \hat{n})\) having the PDP

\[ PDP(\tau) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} P_k \delta(\tau - T_k), \] (3.18)

where PDP is subject to the conditions \( T_0 = 0 \) and \( P_0 + P_1 + \ldots + P_{n-1} = 1 \); and the set of values for \( \{P_k, T_k\} \) for \( k = 0, 1, \ldots, n - 1 \) is

\[ P_k = 1/n, \]
\[ T_k = 2k/W. \] (3.19)

The time-varying tap gains for the filter emulation can be obtained by forming a set of i.i.d. complex Gaussian processes, \( \{u_k(t)\}, k = 0, 1, \ldots, n - 1 \), that have the desired Doppler spectrum, and then applying (3.2). We will see that, with the above choices of
tap amplitudes and spacings, an $n$ can be found which gives excellent agreement with
the exponential PDP, both in the CDF of total interference power and in the RMS
delay spread.

**Analysis of the $n$-tap PDP**

The spectral analysis of instantaneous interference power, leading to (3.10) for the
instantaneous power sum, $y$, in an interference link, is the same for the $n$-tap channel.
Thus we can write

$$y = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} (1/n)|u_k|^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

Since $x = |u_k|^2$ is an exponential random variate (r.v.) with pdf $P_X(x) = \exp(-x); x > 0$, the sum, $v$, of $n$ unit-mean r.v.’s is an $n$th-order Gamma r.v. with pdf

$$P_V(v) = \frac{v^{n-1}\exp(-v)}{(n-1)!}; v > 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

From (3.20), the received power $y$ is $v/n$ so that we have

$$P_Y(y) = nP_V(v = ny) = \frac{n^n y^{n-1}\exp(-ny)}{(n-1)!}; y > 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

which indicates the pdf of the received power, $y$, due to one interferer. However,
there are $M$ such interfering links and, according to our assumptions, they are all i.i.d.
Therefore, $z$ is a sum of $n' = nM$ i.i.d. exponential r.v.’s, each having a mean of $1/n$.
We thus obtain the pdf of $z$ as

$$P_Z(z) = \frac{n^{n'} z^{n'-1}\exp(-nz)}{(n'-1)!}; z > 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

Here, $z$ represents the total instantaneous interference power due to $M$ interfering links
and has mean and variance

$$E[z] = \frac{n'}{n} = M; \text{var}\{z\} = \frac{M}{n}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)
Table 3.4: Number of taps $n$ as a function of $W_{\text{rms}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W_{\text{rms}}$</th>
<th>$n$ (Eq. (3.25))</th>
<th>$n$ (Eq. (3.26))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.02</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>64.005</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Required Number of Taps Per Link, $n$**

We now combine (3.17) and (3.24) to match the moments, $E[z]$ and $\text{var}\{z\}$, for the two kinds of channels. The means for the two cases are automatically matched because of our normalizations. Now equating the variances, we obtain

$$n = 1 + \exp\left(-\frac{1}{W_{\text{rms}}}ight) - \exp\left(-\frac{1}{W_{\text{rms}}}ight) = \coth\left(\frac{1}{2W_{\text{rms}}}ight)$$

(3.25)

which shows $n$ to be a function of the bandwidth-delay product $W_{\text{rms}}$ only. If $n$ is not an integer, it can be chosen equal to the integer nearest to the formula (but never less than 1). For example, for $W_{\text{rms}} = 0.5$, $n = 1$ tap; for $W_{\text{rms}} = 0.75$ and 1.0, $n = 2$ taps; and so on (refer to Table 3.4). Also, it is observed that as $W_{\text{rms}}$ increases $n$ approaches value $2W_{\text{rms}}$. In light of these observations, we can write a simple-yet-accurate approximation for $n$, namely,

$$n = Q(\max(1, 2W_{\text{rms}})),$$

(3.26)

where $Q(x)$ means ”quantization of $x$ to the nearest integer”. The closeness of (3.25) and (3.26) can be discerned from Fig. (3.5).
3.2.4 Results

The \( n \)-tap Channel Approximation

Figure 3.6 shows CDFs of total interference power, \( z \), for each of four values of \( W\tau_{rms} \), namely 1, 2, 4, 8. For each such value, curves are shown for three values of \( M = 2, 4, 6 \). Each curve seen there are actually two curves overlapped, one for the exponential PDP and the other for the \( n \)-tap PDP with \( n \) given by (3.26). The CDF for the approximated \((n\)-tap\) channel matches that for the exponential channel, for each given \( M \) and \( W\tau_{rms} \). This confirms the validity of the \( n \)-tap channel approximation.

Another issue is the RMS delay spreads for the two kinds of PDPs. Given the tap spacing of \( 2/W \) for the \( n \)-tap channel, we computed RMS delay spread for \( W\tau_{rms} \) values from 1 to infinity. The result is that, over that range, the RMS delay spread for the \( n \)-tap channel increased from \( \tau_{rms} \) (the RMS delay spread for the exponential PDP) to \( 1.155\tau_{rms} \), a deviation never greater than 16%.

Some intuitive aspects are worth noting: For \( W\tau_{rms} < 0.5 \), our formula, (3.26) specifies only one tap. For this condition, the channel is essentially flat-fading (little or no frequency selectivity), so \( n = 1 \) is an intuitively obvious solution. We can also see that the delay span of the \( n \)-tap response ranges from \( 2\tau_{rms} \) (for \( W\tau_{rms} = 1 \)) to \( 4\tau_{rms} \) (as \( W\tau_{rms} \) goes to infinity). This is intuitively satisfying: it suggests that the \( n \)-tap response covers the most significant part of the response of the 'true' channel's
Figure 3.6: CDFs of $z$ for $n$-tap channel and true (exponential) channel, when the number of interfering links is $M = 2, 4, 6$ and $n = 2W_{\tau_{rms}}$.

An Alternative Approach for $Mn \geq 16$

There is an alternative way of looking at this problem that leads to an even less stringent requirement on the number of taps. It begins with the observation that, for many studies, the model of interference must merely be accurate up to some high level of interference, e.g., up to the 95th percentile. With that in mind, we note that the CDF of $z$ becomes very steep (i.e., becomes more step-like) as as the total number of emulator taps increases to large values. For combinations of $M$ and $W_{\tau_{rms}}$ where $n' = Mn$ is on the order of 16 or greater, we find that the CDFs for both channels are so steep that their 95th percentiles of total power are no more than 1 dB apart. Thus, as $M$ and $W_{\tau_{rms}}$ increase, $n' = Mn$ need not be bound by the prescription $n = 2W_{\tau_{rms}}$; $n$ can be smaller, so long as $Mn$ is 16 or greater, leading to even greater savings in the exponential PDP.
number of emulator taps. We can express this analytically by the prescription

\[
    n = \min(2W_\tau_{rms}, 16/M);
\]
\[
    n' = \min(2MW_\tau_{rms}, 16).
\]

(3.27)

As an example, consider the realistic case of two interfering links \( M = 2 \) and an exponential PDP with \( W_\tau_{rms} = 16 \). Using the more conventional approach, the \( 1/W \)-spaced channel taps used for each interference link would span a delay interval \( \sim 4_\tau_{rms} \). Hence, the number of taps per link would be \( \sim 4W_\tau_{rms} = 64 \); and for \( M = 2 \), the total would be 128. The above analysis shows that an emulator with a total of 16 taps (8 per link) would suffice to capture the statistics of the total interference power, a reduction in the total and per-link numbers of taps of 8 : 1.

The CDFs of total power for the two channels in this case are shown in Fig. 3.7. Since \( n \) is not \( 2W_\tau_{rms} \), as prescribed in (3.26), the CDFs do not lie on top of each other (as in Fig. 3.6). However, they are only 0.8 dB apart at the 95% level. In studying the impact of interference, the effect of this inaccuracy would be trivial.

![Figure 3.7: CDFs of \( z \) for \( n \)-tap channel approximation with \( n = 8 \) in comparison with an exponential PDP with \( W_\tau_{rms} = 16 \) for interfering links \( M = 2 \).](image-url)
Chapter 4
Practical Interpolation for Spectrum Cartography through Local Path Loss Modeling

4.1 Radio Mapping Approach

The mapping approach described here exploits the mathematical structure of most terrestrial path loss models, which are based on numerous measurement and modeling campaigns over many years. To be specific, the majority of path loss models published for outdoor environments are of the form $PL(d) = B + \Gamma \log(d/d_r) + S$, where $B$ and $\Gamma$ are constants that depend on frequency, antenna heights and gains, and terrain details; $S$ is the statistical variation of path loss about $[B + \Gamma \log(d/d_r)]$ over all Tx-Rx separations of distance $d$. Here, $d_r$ is a reference distance, which we will assume, for convenience only, to be 1 m. Path loss models having this form can be found, for example, in [57–62]. It is customary to regard $[B + \Gamma \log(d/d_r)]$ as the median path loss for distance $d$, and $S$ as shadow fading, typically modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random process over the environment. Finally, the received power at a given point on the terrain can be written as, $P_r = P_t + PL(d)$, which is the quantity to be mapped. Here, $P_r$ corresponds to receive power, and $P_t$ is the transmit power. Invoking the generic path loss form assumed here, $P_r$ is

$$P_r = A + \Gamma \log(d/d_r) + S,$$

(4.1)

where $A = P_t + B$.

The constants $A$ and $\Gamma$ are context-specific in that they depend on the transmitted power and the terrain features over the areas to be mapped. In an environment filled with sensors, they can be computed by the network for any small (local) area by
measuring received power at \( n \) nearby sensors and performing least-squares estimation (LSE) or other forms of estimation [63,64]. With \( A \) and \( \Gamma \) thus quantified, the median received power

\[
P_m = A + \Gamma \log\left(\frac{d}{d_r}\right).
\]  

(4.2)

can then be computed for any given point within the local area, and thus only \( S \) needs to be further estimated at that location of interest. This can be achieved by measuring \( S \) at each of the \( n \) nearby sensors (i.e., by subtracting the median at the sensor from the measured power) and then forming an \( n \)-fold weighted sum of the resulting \( S \)-estimates. This is the essence of our approach, which we describe in detail in later sections, and can be applied to any and all points within the coverage area to create the radio map.

For finite \( n \), the estimates of \( A \) and \( \Gamma \) will be imperfect due to the corrupting effects of the random shadow fading, with the estimates tending to improve as \( n \) increases. We require that \( n > 2 \) in all cases and later in this paper will examine a specific scenario wherein \( n = 4 \). We will also propose a simple weighting scheme for estimating \( S \) at a given point (which yields a powerful variant of inverse distance weighting, IDW) that does not require knowing the spatial statistics of shadow fading; and we will see that, in terms of RF power estimation accuracy, the results are close to a best-case bound, which we will derive.

### 4.2 The Stochastic Method

In this section, we present the heart of our approach to performing the underlying interpolations associated with estimating received power. We start by first providing a quick background discussion regarding the spatial characteristics of shadow fading, then move to presenting the idealized form of our interpolation approach, which includes analyzing the first and second moments of shadow fading at an arbitrary point.

\[\text{Throughout this study we shall explore the use of least-squares estimation, due to its combination of simplicity and good performance, but note that our methodology can apply equally well to other approaches, such as maximum-likelihood estimation.}\]
4.2.1 Spatial Correlation of Shadow Fading

The interpolation approach that we will describe will involve: (i) using in-field measurements to estimate the ‘deterministic’ part of $P_r$ at a given point; and (ii) focus on estimating the ‘random’ part, $S$, at the point of interest. One can envision the shadow fading component as a two-dimensional stochastic process over the terrain, where $S$ at any point is a Gaussian random variable of zero mean and standard deviation $\sigma$; and the relationship between $S$-values at any two points $i$ and $j$ can be characterized by an autocorrelation function,

$$< S_i S_j > = c_{ij},$$

(4.3)

where $< X >$ denotes the expected value of $X$. The optimal way to estimate $S$ at a location between measurement points (sensors) is to know and exploit the correlation properties of $S$ over the terrain, and hence we call this the stochastic method (SM).

A popular formulation for $c_{ij}$ that is simple to use and supported by data in the literature [65], is the decaying exponential,

$$c_{ij} = \sigma^2 \exp \left( -\frac{d_{ij}}{X_c} \right),$$

(4.4)

where $d_{ij}$ is the physical distance between points $i$ and $j$, and $X_c$ is the so-called correlation distance of shadow fading on the terrain. The value of this parameter depends on the type of terrain, and empirical results have been reported for different environments [66–68].

In our computations of RMS interpolation error, we will invoke the above correlation coefficient as well as others, showing that the precise shape of the function is not a first-order concern in the underlying problem.

4.2.2 The Ideal Case: SM-0

Assume that $P_r$ is to be estimated at a given point on the terrain (labeled as point 0), which is surrounded by $n$ measuring sensors ($n > 2$). The parameters $A$ and $\Gamma$ are estimated from the $n$ measurements of received power, and will be imperfect estimates
due to the $S$-values, which act like additive noise. To obtain a theoretical best-case accuracy, however, we assume at first that these estimates are perfect. Therefore, the median value of $P_r$ at point 0 is exact, and the network need only predict $S_0$ ($S$ at point 0). To quantify the minimal RMS error in this prediction, we use the mathematics of multivariate Gaussian distributions: Assuming that $S_1,..,S_n$ are measured precisely at the sensors, $S_0$ is modeled as

$$[S_0|S_1,..,S_n] \simeq \mu_0 + \sigma_0 u,$$  

(4.5)

where $\mu_0$ is the mean of $S_0$ conditioned on $S_1,..,S_n$ and is a weighted sum over these $S$-values; $u$ is a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian random variate; and $\sigma_0$ is the standard deviation of the variation about the mean. We will show that the weights over the $n$ $S$-values can be determined if its correlation is known. Thus, in the ideal case, the expected value of $S_0$ can be known, in addition to the median of $P_r$. This leaves only $\sigma_0 u$ as the unknowable component of $P_r$. Thus, $\sigma_0$ is the irreducible RMS error in interpolating $P_r$ from the sensor measurements.

It is worth noting that the above approach is equivalent to a basic form of Kriging, which is often referred to as Simple Kriging [69]. We show in Section ?? of the Appendix that the minimum RMS error is equivalent to the RMS error obtained from Simple Kriging, where the bias term is precisely known.

### 4.2.3 Determining $\mu_0$ and $\sigma_0$

For the ideal case, SM-0, the environmental parameters $A$, $\Gamma$, and shadow fading values at $n$ sensors are perfectly known. Thus, $P_{r,0}$ at point 0 is given as

$$P_{r,0} = A + \Gamma \log(d_0/d_r) + [\mu_0 + \sigma_0 u],$$

(4.6)

where $d_0$ is the distance from point 0 to the emitter, and the bracketed term corresponds to the shadow fading component, (4.5).

Under the ideal conditions assumed, we can determine $\mu_0$ and $\sigma_0$ exactly, since
Table 4.1: Notation description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>Number of sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A' )</td>
<td>Redefined path loss constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>Path loss exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{r,i} )</td>
<td>True measurement (received power) at ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{m,i} )</td>
<td>True median power at ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>Standard deviation of shadow fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_c )</td>
<td>Shadow fading correlation distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_i )</td>
<td>True shadow fading at ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W )</td>
<td>Weights vector assigned to sensor measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_i )</td>
<td>distance between emitter and ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Stochastic Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Root Mean Square Error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( S = [S_1, \cdots, S_n] \) is an \( n \)-fold set of zero-mean Gaussian variates of known correlation matrix. The joint probability density function (pdf) of this set is [70]

\[
f_S(s) = ((2\pi)^n |C_n|)^{-1/2} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (S^T C_n S) \right)
\]  

(4.7)

where \( C_n \) is \( n \times n \) correlation matrix of \( S \) with determinant \( |C_n| \) and each of its elements is computed by (4.3). Thus, from multivariate Gaussian statistics [71], \([S_0|S] \) has mean \( \mu_0 \) and standard deviation \( \sigma_0 \) given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_0 &= (c_0^T C_n^{-1}) S, \\
\sigma_0^2 &= \sigma^2 - c_0^T C_n^{-1} c_0,
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.8)

respectively, where \( c_0 \) is the \( n \times 1 \) cross-correlation vector of \( S_0 \) with \( S \), where the \( j \)-th element is given as \( c_0(j) = < S_0 S_j > \). From (4.8), we see that \( \mu_0 \) is a weighted sum over the \( S \)-values at the \( n \) sensors, \( \mu_0 = W^T S \), where the weight vector is

\[
W = (c_0^T C_n^{-1})^T.
\]  

(4.9)

Table 4.1 lists notations which we have used here and in the rest of the study.
4.3 Reducing the Stochastic Method to Practice

Examining the SM-0 approach suggests several ways to reduce the processing to practice. This is important because: (i) in reality, the median power cannot be known precisely; (ii) it is very difficult to determine the correlations \( c_{ij} \) and, thus, the correlation matrices \( \mathbf{C}_n \) and \( \mathbf{c}_0 \); and (iii) even if it can be done, the real-time computation needed to obtain the weights for estimating \( \mu_0 \) can be quite high, especially as \( n \) increases.

In this section, we present and analyze a more realizable approach, SM-1, which addresses the first concern about the median power; and following that, we present SM-2, which is slightly less ideal than SM-1 but addresses all three issues.

4.3.1 The First Method, SM-1

For convenience, we begin by rewriting the power measured at the \( i \)-th sensor, where we assign \( d_r = 1 \) m, and we express \( \Gamma \) as \( 10^\gamma \), where \( \gamma \) is the path loss exponent. We assume, moreover, that \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) where \( n \) is the number of sensors whose measurements are used to predict power at a particular unmeasured point (point 0). The power received at the \( i \)-th sensor is rewritten as

\[
P_{r,i} = A + 10^\gamma \log d_i + S_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n,
\]

\[
(4.10)
\]

where

\[
Z_n = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i.
\]

\[
(4.11)
\]

i.e., \( Z_n \) is the average of the \( S \)-values at the \( n \) sensors. The reason for this reformulation will be made clear shortly.

A general approach to reducing the stochastic method to practice is as follows:

1. Use the \( n \) measured values of \( P_{r,i} \), along with least squares estimation (LSE), to estimate \( A + Z_n \) and \( \gamma \), leading to estimates, \( A' \) and \( \gamma' \), that are imperfect. Due to the normal distribution of shadow fading values, the received power is also
normally distributed with mean $P_m$, the median received power, and variance $\sigma^2$.

In this case, LSE is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation [72].

2. Use the estimates $A'$ and $\gamma'$ to estimate the shadow fading term at each sensor, i.e.,

$$S_i' = P_{r,i} - (A' + 10\gamma' \log d_i).$$  \hfill (4.12)

3. To estimate $P_{r,0}$ at point 0, use the equation

$$P'_{r,0} = A' + 10\gamma' \log d_0 + S_0'.$$  \hfill (4.13)

where $d_0$ is the distance from the emitter to point 0, and $S_0'$ is a weighted sum over the $n$ estimates, $S_1', S_2', ..., S_n'$. The weights $w_1, w_2, ..., w_n$ are the elements of $W$, (4.9).

What we call SM-1 is this three-step approach, which requires knowing the spatial correlation matrix of shadow fading; the second reduction method to be discussed later, SM-2, uses an ad hoc weighting approach that requires no such knowledge.

The reformulation of the power equation, (4.10), can now be explained: Conditioned on the $n$ values of $S_i$, the LSE algorithm seeks a solution $(A', \gamma')$ that minimizes the sum over $i$ of

$$(\Delta P_{r,i})^2 = [P_{r,i} - (A' + 10\gamma' \log d_i)]^2.$$  \hfill (4.14)

In so doing, it implicitly stipulates that the “noise” components in the $P_{r,i}$-values have a zero sum over $i$. Thus, it behaves as though the form of $P_{r,i}$ is as given in the bottom line of (4.10), where the term common to all $P_{r,i}$ is $(A + Z_n)$, hereafter referred to as $A''$; and the “noise” for each $P_{r,i}$-value is $(S_i - Z_n)$, hereafter referred to as $S''_i$. (Note that the sum over $i$ of $S''_i$ is zero.) The application of the LSE algorithm, therefore, yields $A'$ as an approximation to $A''$, and the $n$ $S''_i$-values as approximations to the $S''_i$-values.

The estimate for received power at point 0 is written as

$$P'_{r,0} = A' + 10\gamma' \log d_0 + \sum_i w_i S''_i.$$  \hfill (4.15)
In view of the above, it can also be written as

\[ P'_{r,0} = A^* + 10\gamma \log d_0 + \sum_i w_i S'_i - \delta_{m,0}, \tag{4.16} \]

where, at any point \(k\),

\[ \delta_{m,k} = \Delta A + 10\Delta \gamma \log d_k, \]
\[ \Delta A = A'' - A' \] and \( \Delta \gamma = \gamma - \gamma' \).

In Section ?? of the Appendix, we derive errors \(\Delta A\) and \(\Delta \gamma\).

Using these results, we can write an expression for \((P_{r,0} - P'_{r,0})\) which is the dB difference at point 0 between the estimated and actual received power. The result is

\[ \Delta P_{r,0} = P_{r,0} - P'_{r,0} = \left( \delta_{m,0} - \sum_{i=1}^n w_i \delta_{m,i} \right) + \left( S''_0 - \sum_{i=1}^n w_i S'_i \right), \tag{4.18} \]

where the first part reflects the total error caused by imperfect estimation of \(A''\) and \(\gamma\), and the second part is the error due to imperfect estimation of \(S''_0 = S_0 - Z_n\). While the formulation (4.9) has involved applying \(W\) to \(S\)-values, in actuality the path loss estimation uses \(S''\) (see 4.10). Unfortunately, using the same formulation for the weights in terms of the correlation matrix of \(S''\) can occasionally lead to problems associated with an ill-conditioned \(C_n\) matrix depending on the geometry. Thus, to cope with this, one option is to calculate \(W\) using the correlation matrix of \(S\), as in (4.9), but apply \(W\) to \(S''\). This leads to very little degradation of the SM-1 results when compared with SM-0 results, as well as with results for other methods in the literature.

Further solving for \(\Delta P_{r,0}\), we have,

\[ \Delta P_{r,0} = S_0 + \sum_{i=1}^n S_i \left( \alpha_i \log \left( \frac{d_0}{\prod_j d_j^{w_j}} \right) - w_i \right) \]
\[ + \sum_{i=1}^n S_i \left( 1 - \sum_j w_j \right) \left( \beta_i - \frac{1}{n} \right); j = \{1, \ldots, n\} \tag{4.19} \]
where
\[ \alpha_i = \frac{\left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \log d_j \right) - n \log d_i}{n \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\log d_j)^2 - \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \log d_j \right)^2}; \]
\[ \beta_i = \frac{(\log d_i) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \log d_j \right) - (1/n) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \log d_j \right)^2}{n \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\log d_j)^2 - \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \log d_j \right)^2}. \] (4.20)

\( \Delta P_{r,0} \) is seen to be a weighted linear sum of shadow fadings \( S_1 \) through \( S_n \) at the sensors and \( S_0 \) at point 0. Therefore, \( \Delta P_{r,0} \) is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable whose RMS value scales with \( \sigma \).

### 4.3.2 The Second Method: SM-2

The obvious disadvantage of SM-1 is that the spatial correlation properties of shadow fading, and thus the weighting vector \( \mathbf{W} \), are difficult to estimate in practice. However, the SM-1 analysis allows us to compute best-case bounds on attainable accuracy for any spatial correlation process. This provides a benchmark against which to compare less optimal but more practical schemes. Following the method of [67], where inverse distance weighting (IDW) is applied to the estimates \( S_i \), we propose the nonparametric weighting function
\[ w_i = \frac{y_{0i}^{-\nu}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} y_{0j}^{-\nu}}; i = 1, \ldots, n, \] (4.21)

where \( y_{0i} \) is the distance from sensor \( i \) to point 0. We will use \( \nu = 1 \) in our calculations, as [67] shows little variation in error performance for \( \nu = 1, 2 \) or 3. Also note that, for any choice of \( \nu \), the \( n \) weights add to 1, as in [67], which is not necessarily true for the weights used in SM-1.

### 4.4 Evaluation

#### 4.4.1 Methodology

For the sake of concreteness, we postulate a particular geometry, as shown in Fig. 4.1. In a 3-km x 3-km area, a grid of sensors are superimposed where the sensors are separated by distance \( D = 640 \) m. The postulated geometry is a typical coverage area that might
be used, e.g., in a cellular network with a primary emitter (base station), primary clients and secondary emitters. We will use this geometry to quantify the accuracy of specific approaches. The proposed approaches can be scaled to other dimensions and extended to other geometries

Towards the objective of building a radio map, we focus on one of the sensor squares, shown by the shaded region in Fig. 4.1, and can apply our methodology to each square within the large grid. We will compute the RMS interpolation error at points inside the square by averaging over the statistical ensemble of shadow fading; we can also regard this as spatial averaging over all the squares in the grid, assuming the propagation model is statistically stationary. We assume that there is an emitter $E$ external to this square area and all given sensors (here, $n = 4$) scans the same band, where each of the sensors measures and reports the received power from $E$. We assume the sensor measurements are sufficiently wideband that the effects of local multipath fading are averaged out. We continue to assume that the emitter location is known; later, however, we discuss how the case of unknown location and/or multiple emitters might be handled.

Here the impact of emitter $E$ at any arbitrary point $0$ is determined by collecting

---

$^2$Another possibility is tessellating hexagons in place of squares, as in studies of cellular networks.
Table 4.2: Simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path loss model (3GPP suggested</td>
<td>[A = 15.3, \gamma = 3.76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model [73])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow fading spread</td>
<td>(\sigma = 5 \text{ dB})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sensors</td>
<td>(n = 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of a side of the square</td>
<td>(D = 640 \text{ m})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumed coordinates for (n)</td>
<td>((0, 0), (0, 640), (640, 640), (640, 0))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: Spatial averages over the square of RMS interpolation error, for different methods, as a function of \(D/X_c\). Exponential correlation function, \(\sigma = 5 \text{ dB}\) and Emitter at \(E(-100, 0)\).

Measurements at the \(n = 4\) sensors surrounding point 0 and applying the proposed interpolation algorithms - SM-0, SM-1, and SM-2. We evaluate the performance of each algorithm with respect to RMS error as described in previous sections. Further, we provide a comparison of our proposed algorithms with several common interpolation techniques: Nearest Neighbor (NN), Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW), and Natural Neighbor (NaN). NN is the simplest interpolation technique where estimation at the point 0 is equal to the measurement at the sensor nearest to point 0. Both IDW and NaN provide estimates that are weighted sums of the \(n\) sensor measurements, with the sum of the weights being 1. For IDW, each weight is based on distance to the sensor; for NaN, the weights are based on areas, using Voronoi cells [74].

Point 0 can be anywhere inside the square, and we will find the RMS interpolation error at many such points, specifically, points on a \(64 \times 64\) array distributed uniformly over the square. At every one of the \(64 \times 64 = 4096\) points, we will obtain the RMS interpolation error by averaging over 10000 realizations (or instances) of
Figure 4.3: Spatial distributions of RMS interpolation error over the square, for the SM family and \( D/X_c = 1 \). Exponential correlation function, \( \sigma = 5 \text{ dB} \) and Emitter at \( E(-100,0) \). [\( S_0, S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4 \)]; and then we will average over the square. The overall spatial average will be represented by the metric \(<\text{RMSE}>\),

\[
< \text{RMSE} > = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} x_j^2}{m}},
\]

where \(<>\) in this case denotes a spatial average, and \( x_j \) is the RMS error at the \( j \)-th point in the \( 64 \times 64 \) array. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 4.2.

### 4.4.2 Effect of Sensor Spacing

The most important parameter of the sensor network design is the sensor density, e.g., the number of sensors per unit area. This can also be captured by the nominal spacing between sensors which, in our problem geometry, Fig. 4.1, corresponds to the side of the square, \( D \).

Moreover, the impact of the spacing depends, not on its absolute value, but on that value relative to the distance over which shadow fading decorrelates. From (4.4) (or related correlation functions), we can use the correlation distance \( X_c \) for this purpose, and examine \(<\text{RMSE}>\) as a function of \( D/X_c \). Typically, \( X_c \) varies from several meters to a few hundred meters, depending on the type of terrain [66,74].

Fig. 4.2 shows \(<\text{RMSE}>\) as a function of \( D/X_c \) when the emitter is located at \( E(-100,0) \) with respect to given sensor coordinates (see Table 4.2). Fig. 4.2(a) compares \(<\text{RMSE}>\) for proposed approaches SM-0, SM-1, and SM-2. As expected, SM-0
provides the lower bound of the estimation error. We note that error curves of SM-1 overlaps with SM-2, even though SM-2 lacks knowledge of the spatial correlation function. Furthermore, Fig. 4.2(b) shows that SM-2 estimates received power with the lowest RMS error when compared with the NN, IDW and NaN methods.

To affirm that $\langle\text{RMSE}\rangle$ is an appropriate metric, we computed the probability density function (pdf) and its associated cumulative distribution function (CDF) over the $m = 4096$ array points within the square. Results are shown in Fig. 4.3 for the particular case $D/X_c = 1$. The major finding is the same for other values of $D/X_c$ as well, namely, that the RMS error is fairly uniform over the square. From the figure, for example, we observe for $D/X_c = 1$ and the three SM approaches, that the RMS error is within 0.3 dB of $\langle\text{RMSE}\rangle$ at 80% of the points in the array.
4.4.3 Effect of Emitter Location

For the family of SM approaches, the location of the emitter does not affect the estimate of $S_0$ but can affect the accuracy in estimating the median, $P_m$, at a given point. To demonstrate this impact, Fig. 4.4 shows plots of $<\text{RMSE}>$ vs. $D/X_c$ for two distinct locations. For the three SM approaches, the impact of emitter location is seen to be relatively small (see 4.4(a) and 4.4(c)); comparing 4.4(b) and 4.4(d), we see that the impact on NN, NaN and IDW is greater. These trends are evident across a range of emitter locations.

4.4.4 Effect of Correlation Function

The shape of the spatial correlation function in (4.4) is exponential, but other shapes may prevail, depending on the topography. To show the robustness of RMS error results to this shape, we now consider two other cases—

**Gaussian correlation function**

We now consider the correlation function [75]

$$c_{ab} = \sigma^2 \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{d_{ab}}{X_c} \right)^2 \right]$$ (4.23)

Comparing Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) with Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b), we see no substantial difference between the exponential and Gaussian correlation functions, (4.4) and (4.23). These functions can be considered circular, i.e., in each case, the locus of constant correlation is a circle. We next consider a correlation function that depends on direction as well as distance separation.

**Elliptical correlation function**

In this case, the locus of constant correlation is an ellipse, tilted at some rotation angle and having unequal major and minor axes. For one possible case, with a major-to-minor axis ratio of 3.3, we repeated the computations and obtained the results in Figs. 4.5(c)
Figure 4.5: Effect of spatial correlation function on $\langle RMSE \rangle$ vs. $D/X_c$. $\sigma = 5$ dB and emitter at $E(-100,0)$.

and 4.5(d). Again, we see no dramatic departure from results for other correlation functions.

4.5 Discussion

This section summarizes the major findings of our study through the analytical and graphical results for a square layout of sensors. We note that these findings can be generalized and scaled to other geometric configurations.

- The ideal stochastic method (SM-0) is identical to Simple Kriging and gives the lower bound on $\langle RMSE \rangle$ as a function of $D/X_c$. The curve of $\langle RMSE \rangle$ vs. $D/X_c$ rises smoothly from $(0, 0)$ and approaches an asymptotic value equal to $\sigma$. This error curve is independent of emitter location.

- A key attribute of SM-0, SM-1 and SM-2 is that they estimate the parameters of
the median received power, a consequence of which is that the RMS errors go to 0 as $D/X_c$ goes to 0.

- The RMS error curves for SM-1 and SM-2 are indistinguishable from each other in all cases; thus, using the nonparametric weighting method of SM-2 incurs virtually no penalty. For large $D/X_c$, the errors are slightly higher than for SM-0; the gap depends on the geometry of the emitter location, but is never more than about $0.2\sigma$ (1 dB for $\sigma = 5$ dB).

- IDW is computationally simpler than NaN, but NaN yields smaller RMS errors. However, the error curves for NaN and IDW do not approach 0 as $D/X_c$ approaches 0, in contrast to the SM cases. For both methods, the error curves are always above those for SM-2.

- The NN method is an outlier in this field of comparison. While simpler than all others, it is highly sensitive to emitter location and in some cases produces very large RMS errors compared to all others.

- SM-2 is much simpler to implement than NaN and Ideal Kriging (SM-0), and unlike the latter, requires no knowledge of the spatial correlation function. It also provides RMS errors that are fairly uniform across the coverage error.

- The behavior of the SM family of interpolation schemes is consistently better than IDW, NaN and NN for different spatial correlation functions.

Taken together, it appears that SM-2 provides the best tradeoff in terms of computational simplicity, RMSE performance, and robustness to emitter location, correlation function, and other network/environment conditions.

The construction of a radio map based on interpolation from a sparsely deployed set of distributed sensors is a promising technique for monitoring spectrum usage. The utility of such a radio map can be extended to applications such as spectrum policing, network planning and management. The currently available two weighted-sum methods, IDW and NaN, have an important 'robustness' attribute in addition to not
requiring knowledge of the spatial correlation function: They also do not require knowledge of the emitter location, or even knowledge of how many emitters are active; for each method, the operation is independent of this information. In the case of a single emitter of known location, the proposed stochastic methods (SM) can estimate path loss parameters to gain an advantage, and the result has been shown to be lower RMS errors in interpolating radio power. Notably, the practical approach SM-2 has low error in comparison with NaN and IDW when $D/X_c$ ranges between 0 and 1 and has consistent RMS error irrespective of the emitter location. For the most part, however, either IDW or NaN can be used as backup interpolation methods whenever the single-emitter location, or number of emitters, is unknown. The opportunities suggested by this observation are worthy of further study.
Chapter 5

Coordinated Dynamic Spectrum Management of LTE and Wi-Fi Networks

In the future wireless heterogeneous network, it is reasonable to forecast that Wi-Fi and LTE will be among the dominant technologies used by RATs for access purposes. Thus, this chapter focuses on the co-channel deployment of these two technologies. LTE is designed to operate solely in a spectrum, which when operating in unlicensed spectrum, is termed LTE-U. It is suggested in 3GPP, that LTE-U will be used as a supplemental downlink, whereas the uplink will use licensed spectrum. This makes the deployment even more challenging as the UEs do not transmit in unlicensed spectrum yet experience interference from Wi-Fi transmissions. Interference scenarios in their co-channel operation are shown in Fig5.1. To alleviate these problems, we introduce a simplistic but accurate analytical model to characterize the interference between Wi-Fi and LTE networks, when they coexist and share the medium in time, frequency and space [12]. Furthermore, we have partially validated the model by performing experimental analysis in the 2.4 GHz band using USRP based LTE nodes and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) IEEE 802.11g devices in the ORBIT testbed.

5.1 Background on Wi-Fi/LTE Co-existence

Coordination between multi-RAT networks with LTE and Wi-Fi is challenging due to the difference in the medium access control layer of the two technologies.

Wi-Fi is based on the distributed coordination function (DCF) where each transmitter senses the channel energy for transmission opportunities and collision avoidance. In particular, clear channel assessment (CCA) in Wi-Fi involves two functions to detect any on-going transmissions [76,77] -
Figure 5.1: Scenarios showing challenges of LTE and Wi-Fi coexistence in the same unlicensed spectrum.

1. **Carrier sense**: Defines the ability of the Wi-Fi node to detect and decode other nodes’ preambles, which most likely announces an incoming transmission. In such cases, Wi-Fi nodes are said to be in the CSMA range of each other other. For the basic DCF with no RTS/CTS, the Wi-Fi throughput can be accurately characterized using the Markov chain analysis given in Bianchi’s model [14], assuming a saturated traffic condition (at least 1 packet is waiting to be sent) at each node. Wi-Fi channel rates used in the [14] can be modeled as a function of Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise ratio. Our throughput analysis given in the following sections is based on Bianchi’s model.

2. **Energy detection**: Defines the ability of Wi-Fi to detect non-Wi-Fi (in this case, LTE) energy in the operating channel and back off the data transmission. If the in-band signal energy crosses a certain threshold, the channel is detected as busy (no Wi-Fi transmission) until the channel energy is below the threshold. Thus, this function becomes the key parameter for characterizing Wi-Fi throughput in the co-channel deployment with LTE.

LTE has both frequency division (FDD) and time division (TDD) multiplexing modes to operate. But to operate in unlicensed spectrum, supplemental downlink and TDD access is preferred. In either of the operations, data packets are scheduled in the
successive time frames. LTE is based on orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA), where a subset of subcarriers can be assigned to multiple users for a certain symbol time. This gives LTE additional diversity in the time and frequency domain that Wi-Fi lacks, since Wi-Fi bandwidth is assigned to a single user at any time. Further, LTE does not assume that spectrum is shared, and consequently does not employ any sharing features in the channel access mechanisms. Thus, the coexistence performance of both Wi-Fi and LTE is largely unpredictable and may lead to unfair spectrum sharing or the starvation of one of the technologies [78,79].

In the literature, several studies have discussed spectrum management for multi-RAT heterogeneous networks in shared frequency bands, primarily focusing on IEEE 802.11 and 802.16 networks [80–82]. Recently, Wi-Fi and LTE coexistence has been studied in the context of TV white space [83], in-device coexistence [84], and LTE-unlicensed (LTE-U) [85–87]. Several studies [86–88] propose CSMA/sensing based modifications in LTE with features like Listen-before-Talk, RTS/CTS protocol, and slotted channel access. In other studies, to enable Wi-Fi/LTE coexistence, solutions like blank LTE subframes/LTE muting (feature in LTE Release 10/11) [83,89], carrier sensing adaptive transmission [86], interference aware power control in LTE [90] have been proposed, which require LTE to transfer its resources to Wi-Fi. These schemes give Wi-Fi transmission opportunities but also lead to performance tradeoffs for LTE. Further, time domain solutions often require time synchronization between Wi-Fi and LTE and increase channel signaling. Some aspects of frequency and LTE bandwidth diversity have been explored in studies [86] and [91], respectively. Frequency diversity is perhaps the least studied problem in Wi-Fi/LTE coexistence, while previous studies also have yet to consider dense Wi-Fi and LTE HetNet deployment scenarios in detail. Notably, in the literature, there are no previous studies experimentally evaluating the coexistence performance of Wi-Fi and LTE.
5.2 Interference Characterization

5.2.1 Interference Characterization Model

We propose an analytical model to characterize the interference between Wi-Fi and LTE, while considering the Wi-Fi sensing mechanism (clear channel assessment (CCA)) and scheduled and persistent packet transmission at LTE. To illustrate, we focus on a co-channel deployment involving a single Wi-Fi and a single LTE cell, which involves disseminating the interaction of both technologies in detail and establish a building block to study a complex co-channel deployment of multiple Wi-Fis/LTEs.

In a downlink deployment scenario, a single client and a full buffer (saturated traffic condition) is assumed at each AP under no MIMO. Transmit powers are denoted as $P_i, i \in \{w, l\}$ where $w$ and $l$ are indices to denote Wi-Fi and LTE links, respectively. We note that the maximum transmission power of an LTE small cell is comparable to that of the Wi-Fi, and thus is consistent with regulations of unlicensed bands.

The power received from a transmitter $j$ at a receiver $i$ is given by $P_j G_{ij}$ where $G_{ij} \geq 0$ represents a channel gain which is inversely proportional to $d_{ij}^\gamma$ where $d_{ij}$ is the distance between $i$ and $j$ and $\gamma$ is the path loss exponent. $G_{ij}$ may also include antenna gain, cable loss, wall loss, and other factors. Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise (SINR) on the link $i$ given as

$$S_i = \frac{P_i G_{ii}}{P_j G_{ij} + N_i}, \quad i, j \in \{w, l\}, i \neq j \quad (5.1)$$

where $N_i$ is noise power for receiver $i$. Here, in the case of a single Wi-Fi and LTE, if $i$ represents the Wi-Fi link, then $j$ is the LTE link, and vice versa.

The throughput, $R_i, i \in \{w, l\}$, can be represented as a function of $S_i$ as

$$R_i = \alpha_i B \log_2(1 + \beta_i S_i), \quad i \in \{w, l\}, \quad (5.2)$$

where $B$ is a channel bandwidth; $\beta_i$ is a factor associated with the modulation scheme.

\(^1\)Throughput the paper, LTE home-eNB (HeNB) is also referred as access point (AP) for the purpose of convenience.
For LTE, \( \alpha_l \) is a bandwidth efficiency due to factors adjacent channel leakage ratio and practical filter, cyclic prefix, pilot assisted channel estimation, signaling overhead, etc. For Wi-Fi, \( \alpha_w \) is the bandwidth efficiency of CSMA/CA, which comes from the Markov chain analysis of CSMA/CA [14] with

\[
\eta_E = \frac{T_E}{E[S]}, \quad \eta_S = \frac{T_S}{E[S]}, \quad \eta_C = \frac{T_C}{E[S]},
\]

(5.3)

where \( E[S] \) is the expected time per Wi-Fi packet transmission; \( T_E, T_S, T_C \) are the average times per \( E[S] \) that the channel is empty due to random backoff, or busy due to the successful transmission or packet collision (in case of multiple Wi-Fis in the CSMA range), respectively. \( \alpha_w \) is mainly associated with \( \eta_S \).

In our analysis, \( \{\alpha_i, \beta_i\} \) is approximated so that - (1) for LTE, \( R_l \) matches with throughput achieved under variable channel quality index (CQI), and (2) for Wi-Fi, \( R_w \) matches throughput achieved under Biachi’s CSMA/CA model.

**Characterization of Wi-Fi Throughput**

Assuming \( \lambda_c \) is CCA threshold to detect channel as busy or not, if channel energy at the Wi-Fi node is higher than \( \lambda_c \), Wi-Fi would hold back the data transmission, otherwise it transmit at a data rate based on the SINR of the link. Wi-Fi throughput with and without LTE is given as
Model 1: Wi-Fi Throughput Characterization

**Data:** $P_w$: Wi-Fi Tx power; $G_w$: channel gain of Wi-Fi link; $P_l$: LTE Tx power; $G_{wl}$: channel gain (LTE AP, Wi-Fi UE); $N_0$: noise power; $E_c$: channel energy at the Wi-Fi (LTE interference + $N_0$).

**Parameter:** $\lambda_C$: Wi-Fi CCA threshold

**Output:** $R_w$: Wi-Fi throughput

if *No LTE then*

$$R_w = \alpha_w B \log_2 \left(1 + \beta_w \frac{P_w G_w}{N_0}\right).$$

else When LTE is present

if $E_c > \lambda_C$ then

| No Wi-Fi transmission with $R_w = 0$

else

$$R_w = \alpha_w B \log_2 \left(1 + \beta_w \frac{P_w G_w}{P_l G_{wl} + N_0}\right).$$

end

end

Characterization of LTE Throughput

Due to CSMA/CA, Wi-Fi is active for an average $\eta_S$ fraction of time (Eq. (5.3)). Assuming that LTE can instantaneously update its transmission rate based on the Wi-Fi interference, its throughput can be modeled as follows-
Model 2: LTE Throughput Characterization

**Data:** $P_l$: LTE Tx power; $G_l$: channel gain of LTE link; $P_w$: Wi-Fi Tx power; $G_{lw}$: channel gain (Wi-Fi AP, LTE UE); $N_0$: noise power; $E_c$: channel energy at Wi-Fi (LTE interference + $N_0$);

**Parameter:** $\lambda_C$: Wi-Fi CCA threshold

**Output:** $R_l$: LTE throughput

if No Wi-Fi then

$$R_{l_{\text{noW}}} = \alpha_l B \log_2 \left( 1 + \beta_l \frac{P_l G_l}{N_0} \right).$$

else When Wi-Fi is present

if $E_c > \lambda_C$ then

No Wi-Fi transmission/interference

$$R_l = R_{l_{\text{noW}}},$$

else

$$R_l = \alpha_l B \log_2 \left( 1 + \beta_l \frac{P_l G_l}{P_l G_{lw} + N_0} \right).$$

Using (5.3) and $\eta_C = 0$ (a single Wi-Fi)

$$R_l = \eta_E R_{l_{\text{noW}}} + \eta_S R_l$$

end

end

5.2.2 Experimental Validation

In this section, we experimentally validate proposed interference characterization models using experiments involving the ORBIT testbed and USRP radio platforms available at WINLAB [92, 93]. An 802.11g Wi-Fi link is set up using Atheros AR928X wireless network adapters [94] and an AP implementation with hostapd [95]. For LTE, we use OpenAirInterface, an open-source software implementation, which is fully compliant
Figure 5.2: Experimental scenario to evaluate the throughput performance of Wi-Fi $w_1$ in the presence of interference (LTE/other Wi-Fi/white noise) when both $w_1$ and interference operated on the same channel in 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 5.3: Comparative results analytical model and experiments to show the effect of LTE on the throughput of Wi-Fi 802.11g when distance between LTE eNB and Wi-Fi link is varied.

![Comparative Results Graph]

with 3GPP LTE standard (release 8.6) and set in transmission mode 1 (SISO) [96]. Currently, OpenAirInterface is in the development mode for USRP based platforms with limited working LTE operation parameters.

In our experiment, depicted as the scenario shown in figure 5.2, we study the effect of interference on the Wi-Fi link $w_1$. For link $w_1$, the distance between the AP and client is fixed at 0.25 m (very close so that the maximum throughput is guaranteed when interference is present. Experimentally, we observe maximum throughput as 22.2 Mbps). The distance between the interfering AP and Wi-Fi AP is varied in the range of 1 to 20 m. The throughput of $w_1$ is evaluated under three sources of interference - LTE and Wi-Fi, when both $w_1$ and the interference AP is operated on the same channel.
in the 2.4 GHz spectrum band. These experiments are carried in the 20 m-by-20 m ORBIT room in WINLAB, which has an indoor Line-of-Sight (LoS) environment. For each source of interference, Wi-Fi throughput is averaged over 15 sets of experiments with variable source locations and trajectories between interference and $w_1$.

In the first experiment, we perform a comparison study to evaluate the effect of LTE interference on $w_1$, observed by experiments and computed by interference characterization model. In this case, LTE signal is lightly loaded on 5 MHz of bandwidth mainly consist of control signals. Thus, the impact of such LTE signal over the Wi-Fi band is equivalent to the low power LTE transmission. Thus, we incorporate these LTE parameters in our analytical model. As shown in figure 5.3, we observe that both experimental and analytical values match the trend very closely, though with some discrepancies. These discrepancies are mainly due to the fixed indoor experiment environment and lack of a large number of experimental data sets. Additionally, we note that even with the LTE control signal (without any scheduled LTE data transmission), performance of Wi-Fi gets impacted drastically.

In the next set of experiments, we study the throughput of a single Wi-Fi link in the presence of different sources of interference - (1) Wi-Fi, (2) LTE operating at 5 MHz, and (3) LTE operating at 10 MHz, evaluating each case individually. For this part, full-band occupied LTE is considered with the maximum power transmission of...
Table 5.1: Network parameters of Wi-Fi/LTE deployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Downlink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum band</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic model</td>
<td>Full buffer via saturated UDP flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP antenna height</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User antenna height</td>
<td>1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path loss model</td>
<td>$36.7 \log_{10}(d[m]) + 22.7 + 26 \log_{10}(\text{frq} \text{ [GHz]})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Floor</td>
<td>-101 dBm, (-174 cBm thermal noise/Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>No shadow/Rayleigh fading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi</td>
<td>802.11n: SISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>FDD, Tx mode-1 (SISO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100 mW. As shown in figure 5.4, when the Wi-Fi link operates in the presence of other Wi-Fi links, they share channel according to the CSMA/CA protocol and throughput is reduced approximately by half. In both the cases of LTE operating at 5 and 10 MHz, due to lack of coordination, Wi-Fi throughput gets impacted by maximum upto 90% compared to no interference Wi-Fi throughput and 20 – 80% compared to Wi-Fi throughput in the presence of other Wi-Fi link. These results indicate significant inter-system interference in the baseline case without any coordination between systems.

5.2.3 Motivational Example

We extend our interference model to complex scenarios involving co-channel deployment of a single link Wi-Fi and LTE for the detailed performance evaluation. As shown in figure 5.5, UE$_i$, associated AP$_i$ and interfering AP$_j$, $i,j \in \{w,l\}, i \neq j$, are deployed in a horizontal alignment. The distance, $d_A$, between UE$_i$ and AP$_i$ is varied between 0 and 100 m. At each value of $d_A$, the distance between UE$_i$ and AP$_j$ is varied in the range of $-100$ to $100$ m. Assuming UE$_i$ is located at the origin $(0,0)$, if AP$_j$ is located on the negative X-axis then the distance is denoted as $-d_I$, otherwise as $+d_I$, where $d_I$ is an Euclidean norm $\|\text{UE}_i, \text{AP}_j\|$. In the shared band operation of Wi-Fi and LTE, due to the CCA sensing mechanism at the Wi-Fi node, the distance between Wi-Fi and LTE APs (under no shadow fading effect in this study) decides the transmission or shutting off of Wi-Fi. Thus, the above distance convention is adopted to embed the effect of distance between AP$_i$ and AP$_j$. Simulation parameters for this set of simulations are
Figure 5.5: Experimental scenario to evaluate the throughput performance of Wi-Fi $w_1$ in the presence of interference (LTE/other Wi-Fi/white noise) when both $w_1$ and interference operated on the same channel in 2.4 GHz.

Figure 5.6 shows the Wi-Fi performance in the presence of LTE interference. As shown in figure 5.6(a), the Wi-Fi throughput is drastically deteriorated in the co-channel LTE operation, leading to zero throughput for 80% of the cases and an average 91% of throughput degradation compared to standalone operation of Wi-Fi. Such degradation is explained by figure 5.6(b). Region $CCA_{busy}$ shows the shutting off of the Wi-Fi AP due to the CCA mechanism, where high energy is sensed in the Wi-Fi band. This region corresponds to cases when Wi-Fi and LTE APs are within $\sim 20$ m of each other. In the low SINR region, the Wi-Fi link does not satisfy the minimum SINR requirement for data transmission, thus the Wi-Fi throughput is zero. High SINR depicts the data transmission region that satisfies SINR and CCA requirements and throughput is varied based on variable data rate/SINR.

On the other hand, figure 5.7 depicts the LTE throughput in the presence of Wi-Fi interference. LTE throughput is observed to be zero in the low SINR regions, which is 45% of the overall area and the average throughput degradation is 65% compared to the standalone LTE operation. Under identical network parameters, overall performance degradation for LTE is much lower compared to that of Wi-Fi in the previous example. The reasoning for such a behavior discrepancy is explained with respect to figure 5.7(b) and the Wi-Fi CCA mechanism. In the $CCA_{busy}$ region, Wi-Fi operation is shut off and LTE operates as if no Wi-Fi is present. In both LTE and the previous Wi-Fi examples, low SINR represents the hidden node problem where two APs do not detect
Figure 5.6: Wi-Fi performance as a function of distance (Wi-Fi AP, associated Wi-Fi UE) $d_A$ and distance (Interfering LTE AP, Wi-Fi UE) $d_I$

each other’s presence and data transmission at an UE suffers greatly.

### 5.3 System Model

As seen in the previous section, when two (or more) APs of different Wi-Fi and LTE networks are deployed in the same spectrum band, APs can cause severe interference to one another. In order to alleviate inter-network interference, we propose joint coordination based on (1) power, and (2) time division channel access optimization. We assume that both LTE and Wi-Fi share a single spectrum channel and operate on the same amount of bandwidth. We also note that clients associated to one AP cannot join other Wi-Fi or LTE APs. This is a typical scenario when multiple autonomous operators deploy APs in the shared band. With the help of the proposed SDN architecture, power level and time division channel access parameters are forwarded to each network based on the throughput requirement at each UE. To the best of our knowledge, such an optimization framework has not yet received much attention for the coordination between Wi-Fi and LTE networks.

We consider a system with $N$ Wi-Fi and $M$ LTE networks. $W$ and $L$ denote the
sets of Wi-Fi and LTE links, respectively. We maintain all assumptions, definitions and notations as described in Section 5.2.1. For notational simplicity, we redefine $R^i = \alpha^i B \log_2(1 + \beta^i S_i)$ as $R^i = \alpha^i \log_2(1 + \beta^i S_i)$, where constant parameter $B$ is absorbed with $\alpha^i$. Additional notation are summarized in Table 5.2.

In order to account for the co-channel deployment of multiple Wi-Fi networks, we assume that time is shared equally when multiple Wi-Fi APs are within CSMA range due to the Wi-Fi MAC layer. We denote the set of Wi-Fi APs within the CSMA range of $AP_i, \forall i$ as $M_i^a$ and those outside of carrier sense but within interference range as $M_i^b$. When $AP_i$ shares the channel with $|M_i^a|$ other APs, its share of the channel access time get reduced to approximately $1/(1 + |M_i^a|)$. Furthermore, $M_i^b$ signifies a set of potential hidden nodes for $AP_i, \forall i$. To capture the effect of hidden node interference from APs in the interference range, parameter $\zeta$ is introduced which lowers the channel access time and thus, the throughput. Average reduction in channel access time at $AP_i$ is $1/(1 + \zeta |M_i^b|)$ where $\zeta$ falls in the range $[0.2, 0.6]$ [15]. Therefore, the effective Wi-Fi throughput can be written as
Table 5.2: Definition of notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w, l$</td>
<td>indices for Wi-Fi and LTE network, respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>the set of Wi-Fi links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>the set of LTE links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{ij}$</td>
<td>Transmission power of $j$-th AP of $i, \in {w, l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{ij}$</td>
<td>Channel gain between nodes $i$ and $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_i^w$</td>
<td>Throughput at $j$-th link of $i, \in {w, l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_i^w$</td>
<td>SINR at $j$-th link of $i, \in {w, l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Channel Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_0$</td>
<td>Noise level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i, \beta_i$</td>
<td>Efficiency parameters of network $i, \in {w, l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_a^i$</td>
<td>Set of Wi-Fi APs in the CSMA range of AP $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_b^i$</td>
<td>Set of Wi-Fi APs in the interference range of AP $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta$</td>
<td>Hidden node interference parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Fraction of channel access time for network $i, i, \in {w, l}$ when $j, j, \in {w, l}, j \neq i$, access channel for $1 - \eta$ fraction of time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
R_i^w = a_i b_i \alpha^w \log_2(1 + \beta^w S_i^w), \quad i \in W, \\
\text{with } a_i = \frac{1}{1 + |M_a^i|} \quad \text{and} \quad b_i = \frac{1}{1 + \zeta |M_b^i|}.
\]  

(5.4)

SINR of Wi-Fi link, $i, \forall i$, in the presence of LTE and no LTE is described as

\[
S_i^w = \begin{cases} 
\frac{P^w_i G_{ii}}{N_0}, & \text{if no LTE;} \\
\frac{P^w_i G_{ii}}{\sum_{j \in L} P^L_j G_{ij} + N_0}, & \text{if LTE,}
\end{cases}
\]  

(5.5)

where the term $\sum_{j \in L} P^L_j G_{ij}$ is the interference from all LTE networks at a Wi-Fi link $i$.

The throughput definition of the LTE link $i, \forall i$ remains the same as in Section 5.2.1:

\[
R_i^L = \alpha^L \log_2(1 + \beta^L S_i).
\]
The SINR of the LTE link, $i, \forall i$, in the presence of Wi-Fi and no Wi-Fi is described as

$$S_i^l = \begin{cases} 
\frac{P_i G_{ii}}{\sum_{j \in L, j \neq i} P_j G_{ij} + N_0}, & \text{if no Wi-Fi;} \\
\frac{P_i G_{ii}}{\sum_{j \in L, j \neq i} P_j G_{ij} + \sum_{k \in W} a_k P_{wk} G_{ik} + N_0}, & \text{if Wi-Fi,}
\end{cases}$$

(5.6)

where terms $\sum_{j \in L, j \neq i} P_j G_{ij}$ and $\sum_{k \in W} a_k P_{wk} G_{ik}$ signifies the interference contribution from other LTE links and Wi-Fi links. For the $k$-th Wi-Fi link, $\forall k$, the interference is reduced by a factor $a_k$ to capture the fact that the $k$-th Wi-Fi is active approximately for only $a_k$ fraction of time due to the CSMA/CA protocol at Wi-Fi.

For a given model, inter-network coordination is employed to assure a minimum throughput requirement, thus the guaranteed availability of the requested service at each UE. For this purpose, we have implemented our optimization in two stages as described in following subsections.

5.4 Coordination via Joint Optimization

5.4.1 Joint Power Control Optimization

Here, the objective is to optimize the set of transmission power $P_i, i \in \{W, L\}$ at Wi-Fi and LTE APs, which maximizes the aggregated Wi-Fi+LTE throughput. Conventionally, LTE supports the power control in the cellular network. By default, commercially available Wi-Fi APs/routers are set to maximum level [97]. But adaptive power selection capability is incorporated in available 802.11a/g/n Wi-Fi drivers, even though it is not invoked very often. Under the SDN architecture, transmission power level can be made programmable to control the influence of interference from any AP at neighboring radio devices based on the spectrum parameters [98].

For the maximization of aggregated throughput, we propose a geometric programming (GP) based power control [99]. For the problem formulation, throughput, given by Eq. 5.2, can approximated as

$$R_i = \alpha_i \log_2(\beta_i S_i), \quad i \in \{W, L\}. \quad (5.7)$$
This equation is valid when $\beta_i S_i$ is much higher than 1. In our case, this approximation is reasonable considering minimum SINR requirements for data transmission at both Wi-Fi and LTE. The aggregate throughput of the WiFi+LTE network is

$$R = \sum_{i \in W} a_i b_i \alpha_w \log_2(\beta_w S_i) + \sum_{j \in L} \alpha_l \log_2(\beta_l S_j)$$

$$= \log_2 \left[ \left( \prod_{i \in W} (\beta_w S_i)^{a_i b_i \alpha_w} \right) \left( \prod_{j \in L} (\beta_l S_j)^{\alpha_l} \right) \right].$$

(5.8)

In the coordinated framework, it is assumed that Wi-Fi parameters $a_i$ and $b_i$ are updated periodically. Thus, these are considered as constant parameters in the formulation. Also, $\alpha_i, \beta_i, i \in \{w, l\}$ are constant in the network. Therefore, aggregate throughput maximization is equivalent to maximization of a product of SINR at both Wi-Fi and LTE links. Power control optimization formulation is given by:

$$\text{maximize} \quad \left( \prod_{i \in W} (\beta_w S_i)^{a_i b_i \alpha_w} \right) \left( \prod_{j \in L} (\beta_l S_j)^{\alpha_l} \right)$$

subject to

$$R_i \geq R_{i,\text{min}}, \quad i \in W,$$

$$R_i \geq R_{i,\text{min}}, \quad i \in L,$$

$$\sum_{k \in M_i^b} P_k G_{ik} + \sum_{j \in L} P_j G_{ij} + N_0 < \lambda_c, \quad i \in W,$$

$$0 < P_i \leq P_{\text{max}}, \quad i \in W,$$

$$0 < P_i \leq P_{\text{max}}, \quad i \in L.$$

(5.9)

Here, the first and second constraints are equivalent to $S_i \geq S_{i,\text{min}}, \forall i$ which ensures that SINR at each link achieves a minimum SINR requirement, thus leading to non-zero throughput at the UE. The third constraint assures that channel energy at a WiFi (LTE interference + interference from Wi-Fis in the interference zone + noise power) is below the clear channel assessment threshold $\lambda_c$, thus Wi-Fi is not shut off. The fourth and fifth constraints follow the transmission power limits at each link. Unlike past power control optimization formulations for cellular networks, Wi-Fi-LTE coexistence involves meeting the SINR requirement at a Wi-Fi UE and, additionally, the CCA threshold at
a Wi-Fi AP.

For multiple Wi-Fi and LTE links, to ensure the feasibility of the problem where all constrains are not satisfied, notably for Wi-Fi links, we relax the minimum data requirement constraint for LTE links. In our case, we reduce the minimum data requirement to zero. This is equivalent to shutting off certain LTE links which cause undue interference to neighboring Wi-Fi devices.

5.4.2 Joint Time Division Channel Access Optimization

The relaxation of minimum throughput constraint in the joint power control optimization leads to throughput deprivation at some LTE links. Thus, joint power control is not sufficient when system demands to have non-zero throughput at each UE. In such cases, we propose a time division channel access optimization framework where network of each RAT take turns to access the channel. Assuming network $i, i \in \{w, l\}$ access the channel for $\eta, \text{eta} \in [0, 1]$, fraction of time, network $j, j \in \{w, l\}, j \neq i$, holds back the transmission and thus no interference occurs at $i$ from $j$. For remaining $1 - \eta$ fraction of time, $j$ access the channel without any interference from $i$. This proposed approach can be seen as a subset of power assignment problem, where power levels at APs of network $i, i \in \{w, l\}$, is set to zero in their respective time slots. The implementation of the protocol is out of scope of this paper.

In this approach, our objective is to optimize $\eta$, the time division of channel access, such that it maximizes the minimum throughput across both Wi-Fi and LTE networks. We propose the optimization in two steps -
Power control optimization across network of same RAT

Based on the GP-formulation, the transmission power of the APs across the same network $i, i \in \{w, l\}$, is optimized for Wi-Fi and LTE, respectively, as

$$\text{maximize } \sum_{i \in W} R_i$$

subject to $R_i \geq R_{i, \text{min}}, \; i \in W$ \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

$$0 \leq P_i \leq P_{\text{max}}, \; i \in W,$$

$$\sum_{k \in M_i} P_k G_{ik} + N_0 < \lambda_c, \; i \in W.$$

and

$$\text{maximize } \sum_{i \in L} R_i$$

subject to $R_i \geq R_{i, \text{min}}, \; i \in L$ \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

$$0 \leq P_i \leq P_{\text{max}}, \; i \in L.$$

Here, the objective function is equivalent to maximizing the product of SINRs at the networks $i, i \in \{w, l\}$. The first and second constraints ensure that we meet the minimum SINR and transmission power limits requirements at all links of $i$. In this formulation, SINR at Wi-Fi and LTE respectively given as

$$S_i = \frac{P_i G_{ii}}{N_0}, \; i \in W,$$

$$S_i = \frac{P_i G_{ii}}{\sum_{j \in L, j \neq i} P_j G_{ij} + N_0}, \; i \in L,$$

which are first cases in equations (5.5) and (5.6), respectively.

Joint time division channel access optimization

This is the joint optimization across both Wi-Fi and LTE networks which is formulated using max-min fairness optimization as given below

$$\text{maximize } \min (\eta R_{i \in W}, (1 - \eta) R_{j \in L})$$

subject to $0 \leq \eta \leq 1.$ \hspace{1cm} (5.12)
Here, throughput values at all Wi-Fi and LTE nodes are considered as a constant, which is the output of the previous step. The Time division channel access parameter $\eta$ is optimized so that it maximizes the minimum throughput across all UEs.

## 5.5 Evaluation of Joint Coordination

### 5.5.1 Single Link Co-channel Deployment

We begin with the motivational example of co-channel deployment of one Wi-Fi and one LTE links, as described in § 5.2.3. Fig. 5.8 shows the heatmap of improved throughput of Wi-Fi link, when joint Wi-Fi and LTE coordination is provided in comparison with the throughput with no coordination as shown in Fig. 5.6. Similarly, Fig. 5.9 shows the heatmap of improved throughput of LTE link, when joint coordination is provided in comparison with the throughput with no coordination, as shown in Fig. 5.7.

For both the figures 5.8 and 5.9, in their respective scenarios, though joint power control improves the overall throughput for most of topological scenarios (see Fig. (a) of 5.8 and 5.9), it is not an adequate solution for topological combination marked by infeasible region as given in Fig. (b) of 5.8 and 5.9. The infeasible region signifies the failure to attain the CCA threshold at Wi-Fi AP and link SINR requirement when the UE and interfering AP are very close to each other. When we apply time division channel access optimization for a given scenario, we do not observe any infeasible region, in fact optimization achieves almost equal and fair throughput at both Wi-Fi and LTE links, as shown in Fig. (c) of 5.8 and 5.9. On the downside, this optimization does not consider cases when Wi-Fi and LTE links can operate simultaneously without causing severe interference to each other. In such cases, throughput at both Wi-Fi and LTE is degraded.

Fig. 5.10 summarizes the performance of Wi-Fi and LTE links in terms of 10th percentile and mean throughput. We note that the 10th percentile throughput of both Wi-Fi and LTE is increased to $15 - 20$ Mbps for time division coordination compared to $\sim$ zero throughput for no and power coordination. We observe 200% and 350% Wi-Fi mean throughput gains due to power and time division channel access, respectively,
compared to no coordination. For LTE, throughput gains for both of these coordination
is $\sim 25 - 30\%$. It appears that time division channel access coordination does not offer
any additional advantage to LTE in comparison with power coordination. But it brings
the throughput fairness between Wi-Fi and LTE which is required for the co-existence
in the shared band.

5.5.2 Multiple Links Co-channel Deployment

Multiple overlapping Wi-Fi and LTE links are randomly deployed in 200-by-200 sq.

meter area which depicts the typical deployment in residential or urban hotspot. The

number of APs of each Wi-Fi and LTE networks are varied between 2 to 10 where

number of Wi-Fi and LTE links are assumed to be equal. For the simplicity purpose,

we assume that only single client is connected at each AP and their association is

predefined. The given formulation can be extended for multiple client scenarios. In the

simulations, the carrier sense and interference range for Wi-Fi devices are set to 150

meters and 210 meters, respectively. The hidden node interference parameter is set to

0.25.

Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(a) show the percentile and mean throughput values of

Wi-Fi and LTE links, respectively, for when number of links for each Wi-Fi and LTE

networks is set at $N = \{2, 5, 10\}$. The throughput performance is averaged over 10
different deployment topologies of Wi-Fi and LTE links. From Fig. 5.11(a), it is clear
that 10 percentile Wi-Fi UEs get throughput starved due to LTE interference with

no coordination. This is consistent with results from single link simulations. With

coordination, both joint power control and time division channel access, we achieve a

large improvement in the 10th percentile throughput. Joint power control improves

mean Wi-Fi throughput by 15-20% for all $N$. On the other hand, time division channel

access achieves throughput gain (40-60%) only at higher values of $N = \{5, 10\}$.

Throughput performance of LTE, on the other hand, deteriorates in the presence

of coordination compared to when no coordination is provided. This comes from the

fact that, in case of no coordination, LTE causes undue impact at Wi-Fi nodes causing

them to hold off data transmission, while LTE experiences no Wi-Fi interference. Joint
coordination between Wi-Fi and LTE networks brings the notion of fairness in the system and allocates spectrum resources to otherwise degraded Wi-Fi links. In the joint power control optimization, though certain LTE links (maximum 1 link for $N = 10$) have to be dropped from network with zero throughput, but overall mean throughput is typically 150 to 400% greater than Wi-Fi throughput.

We observe that for small numbers of Wi-Fi links, joint time division channel access degrades the performance of both Wi-Fi and LTE. But as the number of links grows, coordinated optimization results in allocation of orthogonal resources (e.g. separate channels) giving greater benefit than full sharing of the same spectrum space, as is the case for power control optimization.

This study investigates inter-system interference in shared spectrum scenarios with both Wi-Fi and LTE operating in the same band. An analytical model has been developed for evaluation of the performance and the model has been partially verified with experimental data. The results show that significant performance degradation results from uncoordinated operation of Wi-Fi and LTE in the same band. To address this problem, we further presented an architecture for coordination between heterogeneous networks, with a specific focus on LTE-U and Wi-Fi, to cooperate and coexist in the same area. This framework is used to exchange information between the two networks for a logically centralized optimization approach that improves the aggregate throughput of the network. Our results show that, with joint power control and time division multiplexing, the aggregate throughput of each of the networks becomes comparable, thus realizing fair access to the spectrum. In future work, we plan to extend our analytical model and optimization framework to study realistic user applications for which full buffer traffic conditions cannot be assumed. We further plan to extend the optimization framework to exploit the frequency diversity for joint coordination of Wi-Fi and LTE.
Figure 5.8: Wi-Fi performance under joint Wi-Fi and LTE coordination ($d_A$: dist(Wi-Fi AP, associated UE), $d_I$: dist(Interfering LTE AP, Wi-Fi UE))
Figure 5.9: LTE performance under joint Wi-Fi and LTE coordination ($d_A$: dist(LTE AP, associated UE), $d_I$: dist(Interfering Wi-Fi AP, LTE UE))
Figure 5.10: 10 percentile and mean LTE throughput for a single link Wi-Fi and LTE co-channel deployment

Figure 5.11: Multi-link throughput performance under power control and time division channel access optimization. $N =$ no. of LTE links = no. of Wi-Fi links.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

In summary, the objective of the thesis is to support dynamic spectrum management to coordinate multiple operators and radio access technologies (RATs) network and develop underlying models and algorithms for coexistence characterization, spectrum usage and network coordination for high density small cell deployment.

We begun with exploring the challenge of using mobile wireless LAN hotspots to provide cellular-to-Wi-Fi tethering when there is a background fabric of fixed wireless networks that could potentially introduce interference degradation. By examining the specific case of a mobile Wi-Fi hotspot deployed next to a dense collection of fixed Wi-Fi networks, we observed large degradation in throughput at mobile hotspot because of dynamic change in interference pattern around the hotspot due to its mobility. Its throughput is improved with the application of proposed adaptive channel assignment mechanism along with a consideration of its mobility speed. The results of our investigation served as valuable lessons that can be extrapolated to exist in the more general scenario involving multiple RATs and multiple operators in which undue interference arises because of the lack of coordination between different wireless systems. This justified the need for improvements in the management and coordination for distributively deployed wireless systems. In order for such new spectrum coordination architectures to be successful, they must utilize a toolbox of algorithms and models that can appropriately inform the various decision making processes associated with coordination, and thus later parts of the thesis were focused on developing tools that support decision processes associated spectrum coordination.

Next, while investigating radio channel simulator toolbox, we studied a wireless channel where each multipath response can be described by a set of mean-squared
amplitude components and relative delays. Moreover, the number of taps needed to characterize any link depends on the product of bandwidth $W$ and RMS delay spread $\tau_{rms}$ of the channel. To capture the behavior of all possible links of multi-nodes network can become prohibitive to implement when the underlying communication bandwidth is of several hundred MHz. Thus, in an effort to reduce hardware emulation complexity, we factored and proposed channel modeling for two cases: (1) emulation of source-to-receiver channel with 3-tap channel approximation which matches the power delay profile (PDP) of the ‘true’ channel, (2) emulation of pairwise interference between nodes where the required number of taps for each interference link is derived to be $2W\tau_{rms}$ while maintaining the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of total interference power, taken over the fading. Our results show that loss in accuracy due to these approximation methods is significantly low. We further show that we achieve the improvement of 50% in reduction in required taps. For large values of $W\tau_{rms}$, these approximations lead to even more reduction in number of taps and, thus, further limit the cost and complexity of hardware emulators. Our analysis is made for the case of an exponential PDP on each link. Further work can test the approach for other PDP shapes, e.g., channels with sparse multipath, and for unequal conditions (PDP and average power) among the links.

In the next part, we explored the challenge of creating a database of geographical radio maps which could serve as a building block to applications such as spectrum policing, network planning and management. We observed that the construction of a radio map based on interpolation from a sparsely deployed set of distributed sensors is a promising technique for monitoring spectrum usage. Two currently available weighted-sum methods, inverse distance weighting (IDW) and natural neighbor (NaN), have an important ‘robustness’ attribute in addition to not requiring knowledge of the spatial correlation function: They also do not require knowledge of the emitter location, or even knowledge of how many emitters are active; for each method, the operation is independent of this information. In the case of a single emitter of known location, the stochastic methods (SM) proposed here can estimate path loss parameters to gain an advantage, and the result has been shown to be lower RMS errors in estimating
radio power. Notably, the most practical approach, SM-2, has low error in comparison with NaN and IDW when $D/X_c$ ranges between 0 and 1 where $D$ is the inter-sensor spacing and $X_c$ is the shadow-fading correlation distance. Also, using SM-2, RMS error is robust to the emitter location and other conditions. For the most part, however, either IDW or NaN can be used as backup interpolation methods whenever the single-emitter location, or number of emitters, is unknown. The opportunities suggested by this observation are worthy of further study.

In the last part, we investigated inter-system interference in shared spectrum scenarios by exploring the specific case of Wi-Fi and LTE coexistence in emerging unlicensed frequency bands. We developed an analytical model for the performance evaluation along with consideration of distinct MAC layer features of both the technologies. The interference model has been partially verified via experimental evaluations using USRP-based SDR platforms on the ORBIT testbed available at WINLAB. The results showed the significant performance degradation due to the uncoordinated operation of Wi-Fi and LTE in the shared band. To address this problem, we proposed optimization based logically centralized coordination algorithms across Wi-Fi and LTE systems - (1) power control at both Wi-Fi and LTE nodes which maximize aggregate throughput across all clients in the network considering throughput requirement at each link, and (2) a time division channel access which provides channel access to each RAT individually and brings fairness between networks of both RATs. We deduced that as the number of links grows, coordinated optimization results in allocation of orthogonal resources (e.g. separate channels) giving greater benefit than full sharing of the same spectrum space, as is the case for power control optimization. In future work, we plan to extend our analytical model and optimization framework to study realistic user applications for which full buffer traffic conditions cannot be assumed. We further plan to extend the optimization framework to exploit the frequency diversity for joint coordination of Wi-Fi and LTE.
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